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1. The Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to Trade, at its 
seventh session (October-November 1975), recognized the importance of the role 
that loss prevention measu:tes could play in the process of strengthening local 
insurance markets in developing countries and included in the programme of work 
of the secretariat a study on loss prevention in the field of marine cargo 
insurance. .b' As a result of the discussions which took place two years later 
at.the first part of the Committee's eighth session (December 1977) in connexion 
with the insurance of large risks in developing countries, y the secretariat 
broadened its research to cover also the topic of locs prevention in the fire 
insurance sector. The present study, parts of which were prepared with the help 
of consultants, is the result of that research. It comprises three parts: 

-part one sets out some general. considerations on loss prevention, whilst parts 
two and tbxee deal with loss prevention in fire insurance and in marine cargo 
insurance, respectively. 

y See the report of the Committee (Official Records of the Trade and 
Develepment Board, Seventh Soecial Session, Supplement No. 2 TTD/B/59O)),
paragraphs 132 and 157-159. 

y See the report of the Committee on the first part of its eighth session 
(0ffic:Lil Records of the Trade and Develepment Board, Ei,12:b.teenth Session, 
Suoplement No. 3 (TD/B/684)), paragraphs 10 and-37-41. --
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p :;RT mm: GENERAL CONSIDE&'.'.TIONS ON LOSS PREVENTIOH 

_'.l'he purpose of l_o_E!_s prevention 

2. It is widely accepted that prevention is better than cure, TJ:-t..is motto, 
which applies to all facets of life, applies :p"articularly to risks covered b'y 
insurance. Everyone agrees that fire losses, road accidents, loss-of or damage 
to pro:perty and equipment etc. entail not only human suffering and tragedies, 
but -alco in most cases ,-rastage and unneces□ary- depletion of wealth and resources, 
which can seriously affect the economy and hamper its grovrth. 

3,- It is true that insurance makes good the economic loss sustained by the 
insured, Yet 1 even when each specific individual loss is eliminated for the 
policy holder through the insurance technique of spreading risks and paying claims, 
the over-all burden of loss still remains for the community as a whole. This is 
because the indemnities paid out on claims by the inS1.u-er are financed by the 
premiums, i.e., the charges, collected from the mass of the insured, Furthermore, 
it should not be overlooked that conducting insurance buciness involves other 
costs tha..--i meeting claims, such as acquisition of new buoiness, management 
expenses and reinsurance costs, which are by no means negligible. All such 
costs must also be charged ultimately to the incured and thus to the community. 

4, Finally, when a loss occurs, it is not only life and pro:perty which may be 
harmed; there can be a number of consequential.losses which insurance does not 
compensate adequately. For instance, a serious fire will not only damage buildings 
and equipment but may also thro!'-people out of work and cause the loss of 
production, profit and markets. ·Other fi=s may suffer loss through. interruption 
of supplies, and so on. 

5; Thus, when an. insuxed transfers his_ risks to an insuxer _this .does not mean 
that he is completely protected, from the aftermath of such _occurrence'.s or that 
his community is able to avoid the economic distress which loss can cause, 
However, insurance and loss prevention combined are the_ most appropriate and 
efficient safeguards, Loss prevention· avoids or reduces losses and in~urance 
indemnifies what is not preventable; neither can supersede nor replace the other. 

Th~~'?.£.~mics of loss p_r_evention 

6. Although prevention of all losses might seem verJ desirable, yet economically 
it is not feasible. A basic approach to loss prevention is that the cost of 
labour and materials used to avoid (or reduce) losses should be less than the 
cost of repair or r6placement, multiplied by the probability of loss if no 
preventive measures were taken. It is the element of saving which dete=ines 
the economic feasibility of loss prevention measures.· The potential gains from 
preventive action have to be weighed against the cost involved and, unless the 
gains equal or exceed the cost, the action is uneconomical. 

7. This principle cannot be applied, however; to cases where human sufferi..."lg 
is involved, Nevertheless, it has to be realized that there is likely to be 
an optimum level of e::qienditure on loss prevention beyond which further 
expenditure would achieve no reduction in the risks, sL-:ply adding to the total 
cost of any losses which may occur. 
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8. It is obvious that insured persons and fi=s are the first beneficiaries of 
loss prevention action, even if they are well J:Jrotected by insurance. This is 
because their main concern is the conservation of their property and the 
continuation of their activities. Generally, they are inclined to pay a higher 
price for safety rather than face uncertainties with regard to the indemnification 
of losses if they have to file claims against their insurers. 

5. · Loss prevention bestows a collateral benefit upon the community and the 
national economy as a whole, since losses impose a burden on society, irrespective 
of who pays the bill. The economic consequences of losses go far beyond property 
damage; they have social and financial implications which could threaten the very
structure of a society and the well-being of its J:Jeople. To illustrate this it 
is sufficient to recall the pollution catastrophes of Sevezo in Italy, and 
AP.Joco Cadiz off the coast of Dri tanny, France. These ti·ro occurrences, apart from 
the damage they caused to property and investments in the are:.:::s .:i.ffocted, created 
e::tensive social and economic problems which the Government:::: of the two countries 
had to face. 

10. Loss prevention measures also tend to be profit-making for the insurers, 
since· they are aimed primarily at reducing insurance companies' losses. This 
very consideration mo.tivated the first fire insurers in Britain, early in the 
14 th century, to·, f9:rm and maintain their o,m private fire brigad~s to protect 
the buildings'they covered. The same motive induced Lloyds underwriters, as early 
as the 10th cjmtury, to classify risks and ships' bottoms according to the degree 
o:f hazard involved, to reward good risks and penalize bad ones. 

11. However, their interest in loss prevention is a:pparently not as obvious to 
some insurers as it should be, They argue that their interests lie in a larger 
premium income, whereas the improvement in loss experience leads to lower premium 
rates. However, these insurers should not forget that in the long nm lower rates 
attract larger insurance portfolios, which produce a greater spread of risks. 
This consideration is of great importance in maxkets characterized at present by 
small premium volume and. its corollary of fluctuating results. Another effect of' 
loss prevention is the levelling of risks, creating more homogeneous portfolios 
which require less extensive r=insurance arrangements. 

12. Of particular concern to ins=ers is the problem of dt3teriorating results or 
adverse e:::g;>erience. It is not easy for them to raise the premium rates each time 
they face adverse trends. In many cases stiff resistance on the part of the 
ins=ed, and even of goyernments, can render such a change in rating str.icture 
impracticable or at leas~ considerably delay it. Raising premiuos is often 
counter-productive, because it may encourage the insured to resort to self-insurance, 
to take high deductibles, l/ even to form captive insurance companies, Such 
measures can lead ultimately to a serious reduction in the insurer's premium 
income. 

l/ In effect, par~ial self-ins=ance, because the insured meets the cost of 
a clair!l up to a predete=ined sum ( the "deductible") -in exchange :for paying a 
lower rate of premium. 
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13. If we accept the premise that premium increases alone do not offer a 
permanent solution, we are left with loss prevention measures as the ultimate 
ans1·rer to deteriorating results. Through loss prevention, every insured would 
have the right to treatment by the insurer according to the safety and degree of 
protection against his own risks which he provides. In this way, loss 
:i;p:-evention promotes a true premium justice: good risks pay reasonable premiums 
and bad risk□ pay higher premiums. 

Responsibility to prevent loss 

14. The prime responsibility to prevent loss obviously lies with the insured 
himself. However, loss prevention efforts must be based on a sentiment shared 
by the ·community at large. Individuals may or may not be responsive to the 
requirements of loss prevention. If the insured is a large fi=, it may decide 
to introduce risk management techniques to control and prevent loss. However, 
since not all the L~sured are large fi=s and not all large firms are equally 
motivated to invest in loss prevention, it is for the community, represented 
by the government, to enforce loss prevention measure□• For instance, only 
goveI."IlI!l.ents can require all industries to adopt certain safety standards, to 
cease undesirable practices a.i.,d to provide necessarsJ information. On the 
other hand, governments usually provide certain services, such as fire brigades 
and police. 

15. Insurers have a definite interest in loss prevention action and must 
therefore be prepared to share responsibility in this field. Their approach to 
loss prevention is that, inasmuch as they insure certain risks, they should 
have some say in the attitude of the insured towards his risks, In fact, 
insurers enjoy a unique position with regard to loss prevention. They are 
particularly well equipped to discharge some of the functions involved because, 
in the course of their daily activities, they develop considerable e:x:perience 
in analysing hazards, settling claims and compiling relevant statistiJs• 

16. In view of these considerations, insurers generally support all efforts 
aimed at loss prevention, They spend considerable amounts on loss prevention 
campaigns, they organize inspection of risks; they even go far beyond direct loss 
prevention measuxes, resorting to research and developing new safety standards 
and practices; they collaborate closely with governments, public organizations 
conce=ed with safety, manufacturers, etc., in providincr advice on risk reduction 
and loss minimization. Insurers are particularly interested in promoting laws, 
codes and regulations concerned with safety. 

Forms of loss preventio11 

17, Loss prevention action is composed of the follouinG' four categories of 
measures: preventive, protective and minimi7.L~g measures and salvage 

18. Preventive measures are of a fundamental or structural nature. In most 
cases they have to be taken in the planning r,hase, when building, rebuilding, 
fi:::ing machinery layout, pla.ri.ning equipment, specifying processes and materials, 
etc. They aim at obviating loss entirely. A fire loss for instance can be 
avoided by fire resisting construction, fire ~oars, etc. Insurers are able to 
place cheir knowledge and experience at the disposal of the insured when they 
contemplate the erection of new buildings or introducti.en of new processes, so 
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that from the outset the hazards are reduced to the minimum, Adherence to 
recommendations made by the insurers leads to a reduction of rates of premiums for 
such risks. The cost of loss prevention is often offset by the resulting reduction 
in -the cost of insurance, What preventive measures should be taken will depend 
on what saving in insurance-premiums will result. 

19, Protective measures do not entirely eliminate loss, but limit its occurrence. 
Lilce preventive measures, they are ta.ken in advance, before any loss occurs, 
Protective measures against certain risks are undertaken largely by the community, 
for example, the maintenance of fire brigades to combat fire and police forces to 
guard property and regulate road traffic, thus reducing road accidents. Such 
measures still leave plenty of room for individuals to supplement the community's 
efforts, by installing fire fighting equipment and warning devices, by arranging 
watch and ward services, etc. Insurers are very helpful in advocating the best 
ways and means of protection against loso, Furthe=ore, they sometimes undertake 
inspection services to ascertain the existence and adequate functioning of safety 
devices and to detect faults and weak points before they result in loss or damage. 
In some cases, such inspection is carried out on a periodical basis, for example, 
in the case of fire and engineering risks. 

20. I-Iinimizing measures are those whose purpose is to reduce the severi -r;y of losses 
in terms of money. Such action is particularly necessary for risks which cannot be 
avoided completely, such as motor accidents. In this case, wearing safety belts 
may reduce the gravity of bodily injuries to the· driver and passengers. Against 
fire risks, probably no device for minimi7.ing losses is more popular than automatic 
fire sprinklers, which are widely used in factory and storage buildings. Against 
marine cargo ~isks, efforts to minimize loss include the provision of supervision 
for loading and discharging operations, the use of containers and lift trucks, etc. 

21. Salva1se, on the other hand, takes place after a loss has occurred. It is 
profitable if the salvaged p:roperty is worth more than tht;! cost o.f salvage. Salvage 
is seldom undertaken by the community~ in most cases it io ca.i..--ried out by professional 
organizations at the request of the property-01me:r or the insurer. For instance, 
in the _event of fire, salvage action consists of clearing the water· that was 
sprayed an the. property ta que;nch the fire, drying the floors, removing salvaged 
articles to safer premises, effecting temporary repairs and 'restoring the damaged 
property. In cargo business, salvage involves repacking goods, keeping valuables 
in safe custody, selling damaged goods, etc. It should be noticed that there may 
be same overlapping of measures between the above categories, in that some of them 
serve more than one pu:i:pose; however, every type of action·can generally be 
considered separately. 

Methods ador.ited by insurers to encoura1<e loss -orevention 

22. There are various methods by which insure:rs can encourage their policy holders 
to adopt lass prevention measures. They may load their rates for bad risks and 
reduce them when the risks are improved. Underwriters must therefore assess the 
risks and provide te=s and conditions of cover which reflect their exposure. 
When a• risk _proves unprofitable, insurers often offer advice to the insuxed on 
ho,rto improve it and, unless tr..is advice is followed, increase the premium rates. 
Conversely, insu:rers offer lower rates and discounts where the insured had adopted 
oeasures to min;~i7,e the frequency and severity of losses. Insurance rates that 
are properly discri.mi.."1ator-.r, according to the probability and severity of hazards, 
are an important factor in motivating less prevention action by the insured. 
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23. Another method which insurers rely upon to induce their clients to improve 
the risks is the restriction of insurance cover. This is achieved in two ways, 
either by introducing deductibles (franchises) or by restricting the scope of the 
cover. Introducing deductibles makes the insured participate in each and every 
loss. As experience has proved, deductibles increase the interest of the insured 
in preventing and minimizing the loss. The restriction of the scope of the cover 
means in practice that the insured becomes self-insured for the hazards which are 
excluded from the guarantee of the insurer. This step may convince the insured to 
take all possible measures to eliminate or reduce loss. Finally, insurers may 
exercise pressure on the insured through declining to cover the proposed risk on 
any terms if its condition is too bad. However, this is not a popular measure 
with insurers and in some countries it is illegal. 

24. .Apart from the above indirect methods of ·inducing clients to improve their 
risks, insurers generally make direct contributions to activities aimed at loss 
prevention, such as inspection services, salvage co:i:ps, research and publicity, 

25. Before the underwriter can agree to cover a risk and determine the appropriate 
rate of premium to be applied, he must assess the risk situation. This requires 
the inspection of the risk by competent and qualified surveyors commissioned by 
the insurer. Ha.xdly a survey is carried out without some suggestions being made 
for risk improvement measures which may or should be taken. Some risks need to be 
watched constantly in order, for example, to ensure that no important structuxal 
or other alterations are carried out without consultation with the insurer, or to 
check on the existence and maintenance of adequate loss prevention appliances. 
In many cases, and particularly in industry, the periodical inspection carried 
out by the insurers I surveyors is even more important to the insured than the 
financial indemnity provided by the insurance in the case of loss. 

26. In some countries, insurers form and maintain their o-wn salvage co:i:p s, whose 
prime responsibility when a loss occurs is to take all necessary measi.u-es to 
preserve the value of the damaged property to the fullest possible extent. In 
certain countries salvage operations are undertaken by loss assessors or loss 
adjusters working on behalf of the insurers. 

27. In some countries, the insurance industry, in an endeavour to improve safety 
standards and to achieve better loss experience, has set up research centres or 
technical organizations which conduct research, compile statistics on specified 
hazards and then stimulate awareness of the necessity of loss prevention through 
publicity and education. To this end, they address themselves to the public at 
large and their clients in particular by means of booklets, films, slides, etc. 
Sometimes they orgar.J.ze training courses, seminars and ex.'libitions, during wh;ch 
they provide loss prevention know-how to specific trades and industries. Often 
these research centres provide consultancy services, not only to the insured but 
also to architects, manufactuxers and government authorities conce=ed vii th safety. 
Such research centres are particularly important in these days of rapidly evolving 
technology, because they can serve insurers and insured by keeping them up to date 
on new technological developments and their impact an the degree of risl:, thereby 
making them aware of new processes and products which may involve new risks. 
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28. Loss prevention generally benefits the insurers, but there are some 
circumstances where there ~ay be a certain conflict of interests. For instance, 
some risks are sufficiently high to justify large premiums. Since premiums not 
only pay claims and expenses but also contribute to the insurer's profit, it may 
seem better to some insurers to have a high-risk portfolio with high premiums 
rather than a low-risk portfolio with low premiums. This is particularly true 
.if the market premium rate for low-risk business is insufficient 'to pay expenses 
and meet the unavoidable claims which will still arise, -whatever action is taken 
to avoid the risk. It is therefore obvious that risk reduction, if pushed to the 
extreme, may seem detrimental to the interests of the insurance industry, most 
particularly when the latter needs additional premium income to develop extra 
capacity in a market where the demand for cover io increasing.· 

29. It is clear that salvage measures are always advantageous to the insurer; 
and they rarely have a direct impact on the level of premiums. The extent to 
which an insurer should provide loss prevention services depends on his expectations 
in respect of each category of risks, with a due regard to the natu:re of his 
portfolio, its volume and the degree of its e::g;,osure. It also depends on the 
effective cost of these services. Such costs may reach the point where the benefits 
derived from loss prevention are less, than its cost. Obviously, the insuxer may 
offer these services on a fee-paying basis, which is tantamount to risk management. 
Risk management and loss prevention have many features in common, but the two 
activities stem from totally different concepts. 

Loss -prevention in develO'llin,11: countries 

30. ifo.ile its importance in any economy can hardly be over-estimated, loss 
prevention as::=es paramount importance in developing countrieo because their 
paxticular economic ancl financial circumstances make them unable to bear the 
consequences of large or repeated losses, especially in connexion with the foreign 
exchange components of many of their investments. A large fire loss · sustained by 
a developed country normally results in a minor set-back to its over-all economy, 
but for a developing country such an occurrence may amount to a national disaster. 
In addition, every day of production lost costs the economy dearly. In order to 
make the best possible use of their resources and manpower it is the duty of 
developing countries to take every step to ensure safety, preserve the continuity 
of p reduction and hence maintain income. 

;:il. Loss prevention can indeed play an outstanding role in promoting the growth 
and improving the performance of domestic insurance markets in developing countries. 
In order to realize the importance of this role, it is necessary to explain the 
developments which have' taken place in these markets and to focus on some t:Ypical 
features which characterize these markets at present. 

32. In most developing countries intense efforts are made to achieve rapid 
economic and social progress. These efforts have resulted in a marked growth in 
tlle.l:1Ulll9E!::t:' 9.f J:'iSJks (whether insured or not) and their complexity. The exposure 
of the insurance market has also increased, owing to the concentration of values 
at risk and the extensive application of modern technology, repre::iented by the 
use of new materials, new processes and new methods of_production, transportation, 
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construction, etc. Risk e:x:posure in developing countries is further intensified 
by the absence in most of these countries of up-to-date safety codes for the 
protection of life, property and manufactures. Even if these countries have such 
codes and regulations they often lack the machi...~ery to ensure their enforcement, 
The lack of moder:r., efficient loss prevention eg_uipment and appliances, which 
'W'ould generally have to be imported from abroad at relatively high cost, is also a 
negative factor in the risk situation in developing countries, Finally, there 
is the phenomenon of a low level of loss prevention awareness, owing to the 
novelty of urban and induatrial behaviour for the majority of people in developing 
countries. 

33, Simultaneously with the emergence in developing countries of new, more complex 
risks,· there was the establishment of domestic insurance companies. The principal 
objective of domestic instu::ance sectors was to cover local risks in the local 
markets, thus replacing foreign insurance services, in an endeavoux to reduce 
foreign exchange e:qienditure. In most developing countries these infant domestic 
insurance sectors have to assume their reeponsibilities under extremely difficult 
circumstances. In addi tian to very limited capital resources and la.ck of know-how, 
they must face the problem of a level of premium receipts too la.-r to give a 
reasonable spread of risks, generally associated with insufficient diversity in 
the risks covered and. the absence of a good volume of simple ordinary risks 
known to yield good results. This double "anti-selection" deprives the insurer 
of the possibili°bJ of compensating losses on the higher risks from the gains on 
a diversified portfolio with a preponderance of ordinary risks. These drawbacks 
create an uncertain situation for the insurer, compelling him to load his premiums 
to obtain a margin of security. This is a factor accounting for the relatively 
high insuxance costs in developing countries, compared with those in developed 
countries. 

34, Obviously, high premium rates discourage the public from covering their 
risks by insurance, p,articularly in the absence of sufficient awareness of the 
benefits of insurance. This discouragement ca:L1ses a contraction of ;the market, 
resulting in. loss for the insurer. Moreover, when rates are high, those with the 
best risks will find it uneconomical to insure, a situation which leads to a 
decline in net receipts "by the insurer, The poorer e:x:perience on the remaining 
risks then renders rates uneconomical once again. Thus the maintenance or 
lowering of premium rates should be the aim of domestic insurers in developing 
countries in order to achieve a larger turnover and attract a wider spread of 
risks. This aim cannot be achieved, however, unless there is a definite 
improvement in loss experience~ in practical te=s, this means taldng loss 
prevention action, in particular. 

35. The drawbacks described above have a direct impact on the way insurers 
handle risks. In view of the small volume of premium and the consequent lack 
of spread, the underwriting results are generally subject to fluctuations. To 
safeguard themselves, the insuxers retain far their net account only a small 
proportion of the business they write, reinsuring the balance abroad. This 
behaviour is understandable, because the proportion retained is closely linked 
ta the prospects of profitability. Yet e:x:cess.ive reliance upon reinsurance 
deprives the insurer of his income and prevents him from achieving groiv"th. At 
the same time, it burdens the national economy and the balance of payments with 
1.lI.lnecessary transfers of hard currency. 
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36. Action to avoid losses or reduce their severity may contribute to the balancing 
of the insurer's portfolio and improve the profitability of his operations. These 
two results :may induce the insurer to curb his excessive reinsurance and maximize 
the business retained.. Moreover, the ill]l?rovement in profitability due to loss 
prevention action can help-the insurer to earn the confidence of his reinsurers, 
i·rhich in turn is translated into better reinsurance te=s and a more stable 
reinsurance relationship. Finally, ill]l?roving profitability through loss prevention 
action is an important means of creating extra insurance capacity. This 
,consideration i1;1.· of major ill]l?ortance for developing countries, where risks tend 
to increase in terms of both volume and exposure because of the development 
projects that are carried out. This situation requires_ additional c~acity to 
handle the increased volume and meet new requirements for risk cover. 
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The threat of fire 

PART TWO: FIRE LOSS PREVEJ:.JTION .:1:/ 

Chanter I 

TEE RESPONSIBILITY OF Tim Pu.BLIC AUTHORITIES 

37, .The manufacturing ca:pacity of established industrial countries is generally 
sufficient to absorb a loss through fire without undue effect on the economy as a 
whole. !-Iany manufacturing plants have spare ca:pacity, so that they can increase 
their.combined output sufficiently to fill the ga:p caused by the loss of another 
plant. This is obviously a generalization, which would not .g;iply to the production 
of some highly S!Jecialized product or commodity for which all the manufacturing 
ca:paci ty is concentrated in one plant. The loss of such a plant would necessitate 
importation and burden foreign exchange resom:.-ces. 

38, The latter is the situation which may well confront most developing countries, 
since total manufacturing capacity for many products or commodities tends to be 
concentrated in only one or a few plants without spare capacity, Thus a fire may 
have serious consequences for the economy of the country. To provide spare 
capacity wouJ.d be wasteful of the country' c resources, Hence prevention and 
control of fire loss is an important factor in the economy of a developing country. 

39, The health of the economy may depend not only on stores of raw materials and 
finished products but even on office records which may contain valuable information 
vital to the continuity of business operations. A developing country is often in 
much the same. position as any one business in a developed country, in that the 
loss through fire may so disrupt trading operations that it is incapable of 
recovering from the fire. If the equipment of the factory necescited foreign 
exchange expenditure, so may its_ re-equipment, thus placing an additi9nal burden 
on the economy, ' 

Princinles of the control of fire 

40, Fire has eno=ous potential for destruction. The combustion of fuel 
releases heat so that, once started, a fire will grow at an accelerating rate 
unless remedial meaS1.u-es are ta.ken. Either the unburnt fuel must be separated 
from the heat or the supply of air cut off or the heat removed. The separation of 
combustible materials will limit the a.mount of fuel which can contribute to the 
growth of fire. The confinement of fuels within building compartments will limit 
the amount of air which can feed the fire, as well as preventing the heat from the 
fire from reachinG further combustible fuels. 

41, However, in order finally to extinguish the fire, the combustible material 
must be cooled below its ignition temperature. Uater, which has a high latent 
heat of va:porization, is the most effective coolant but it must be a:pplied in 
sufficient quantity and at such a rate that it will prevent the growth of the fire. 
A fire discovered within two or three minutes of its outbreak: may be extinguished 
with less than 1,000 litres of water. If the water is not ap:r;ilied until five or 
ten minutes later, which is probably the shortest time in which a fire brigade may 
reach the scene, the fire 1rill have gro·wn to such proportions that between 50 and 
100 times as much water may be needed to extinguish it,:: 

Y This part has been prepared by Mr. N,C. Strother-Smith, Director of the 
Fire Protection Association, London, who acted as consultant to the iJlTCTAD secretariat, 
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42, It can be seen therefore that, if remedial measures are not talcen in the very 
early stages following the outbreak of a fire, the limitation of the ultimate loss 
is going to depend on either a strict control of the a.mount of fuel exposed to 
any one fire or the provision of a well trained fire-fighting force equipped with 
fire-extinguishing appliances capable of delivering large qu.anti ties of water in 
a short space of time and, most essentially, large reserves of water.· The amount 
of water required increases exponentially with the time tal~en for the fire-fighting 
forces to reach the scene of the fire and start effective. fire-fighting operations. 

43, .An automatic sprinkler installation will, in the great majority of cases, 
control and extinguish a fire with less than 1,000 litres of water and may 
therefore be the most economic way of limiting the loss in a fire, particularly 
in areas of limited water supJ?lies. This does not mean to say that a well 
trained. and weli equipped fire-fighting force is not necessary. The national 
financial resources available for loss prevention can however be more efficiently 
deployed if the automatic sprinkler installation is regarded as an important part 
o·f the over-all national fire-fighting resource. 

44. It may be of doubtful value to rely on a public, central fire brigade, 
whether in a to-wn or a country district. Most to-wns and cities in developing 
countries are confronted with a rapidly deteriorating traffic situation. If the 
fire brigade is unable to reach the scene of the fire and apply ,iater to the seat 
of the fire in adequate quantities within 15 minutes, or at the outside 30 minutes., 
it may be confronted with a. total loss. In a rural area. not only is the fire 
brigade likely to have to travel a long distance to the sc_ene of the fire but it 
may well have· to carry adequate ,iater with it. Some provision should therefore 
be made for each business to be equipped with adequate fire-fighting facilities 
and trained men on the premises. A. compromise could of course be reached where 
several businesses are in close proximity to each other; in this case a colJJillO.n 
brigade could be established to service all the businesses. 

45. The planning of to'WilS and cities and the si ting of factories should be 
carried out with the needs for fire protection in mind. Adequate natural water 
sources in the vicinity are the first consideration. In the absence of natural 
sources provision should be made for the bulk storage of water for use for 
fire-fighting purposes only. If reliance has to be placed on a central fire 
brigade then grea. t care has to be ta.ken in the town planning and in the si ting 
of the fire brigade station to ensure that fire-fighting v:ehicles are not 
impeded by traffic problems in their attempts to reach the scene of the fire. 
Since the efficiency of the fire brigade depends on its early arrival at the 
scene of the fire, every building must contain the means of transmitting a call 
direct to the fire briga.de control point. Manual means of transmitting the 
call should be supplemented by an automatic fire detection system which, when 
actuated by the fire, automatically transmits a call to the control point. 

The 'Part -clayed by the buildini:;: in loss control 

46, The prirl.cipal determinant of the size of a fire loss is the amount of fuel 
exposed to any one fire, which can be restricted by subdividing buildings into 
compartments of limited size by means of fire ,1alls and floors that provide 
resistance to the passage of fire, so that an outbreak will be confined to the 
con:pa.rtmer..t where it starts. National governments should therefore establish 
building regulations that limit the size of COU!f)artments and also of the building 
itself'. 
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4T .. vlorldHide, there is a growing tendency t01,ardo the const:;:uction of tall 
buildi~s. It could uell be believed that the status of a city is sometioes 
j;µde;ed by the number of skyscrapers. 'l'o.11 buildines may be economically desirable 
~,here land is scarce but little justifico.tion can be made for them Hhere land is 
pI.entiful. Quite apa....-t from the conatructione_l problems involved, tall buildi~s 
:i:;t:esent serious difficulties from the point of view of fire safet;ir. Two fires 
which occurred in Sao Paulo, Drazil, vithin little more than a year of each other 
in 1973 and 1974 demonstrated the impossibility of the fire brigades fi(!l1ting the 
fire e.nd eva.cuatine the occupants. These fires a.re fully documented in the 
publications of the Fire Protection Association. Only i·ihere the sca:rci t:, of land 
a:.verrides all other considerations should the development of tall buildings be 
001.,nteru:i.nced . 

4$. The ideal maximum heicrht foi· buildings from the fire protection and fire
f±ahtine point of viei-T is 25 m. This is appro;dma.tely the irui=dmum ree.ch of the 
longest fire brigade fire-fi.:;llting ladders. This lim.itation has senerally been 
a:crcepted i-Ti th the aim of saving the lives of those i-rho my be ti·apped in the 
buildings. If a fire has developed to such an extent that rescues have to be 
a.f:fected t:b..roUGh 1·1indowc via fire brigade ladders and the fire has to 1J'3 foucht 
f±om outside the buildins, seriouo damage i!Ill.St be done and a hearJ loss suffered. 
I'.mm a loss prevention point of vie1-1 sinele storey buildingo, adequately 
suodivided to limit the amount of goods e;:;pooed to any one fire, provide the 
1!10:st satisfactory conditions. 

49.?. Fire walls e..nd floors 1I1Ust ha.Ye sufficient resistance to ensure that, 
i·rlia.tevei· a compartment may contain, a fire in it cannot destroy these separatinc 
aements. The size of the compartment and the decree of fire resistance of the 
sraparating elements i-lill need to be related to the natuxe of the content:: and 
aso to the time a fire is likely to burn before intervention tci fi.:;llt or 
ectinQlish it is possible. In e:ctreme cases, the fire resistance of these· 
aements may need to be such that they can 1-ri. thstand a complete burn-o'ut of the 
cnntento of the compartment without allowinc the fire to S;?read. The· limitation 
of the size of compartments - and for that matter the 9ize of the building - may 
]me undesirable from the business point of viev. ·tf ·this shouid be the case and 
aompa.rtments or buildincs larger than the reculation size are ib.dispensa:ble, then 
tfie installation of automatic sprinkler systems should be aandatory. 

5.P. The fire resistance of walls and floors and other eleaents of buildine 
construction is measured in Europe and America by placing salil]?le products in 
c.riecially desicrned furnaces, whi eh simulate the (3:l:'owth of a fire. Structural 
eclementc intended to separate spaces, sucl1 as ualls and floors, are required 
to resist collapse and the passa.ce of heat and flames. Their fiJ.•s resistance 
is measured by the time that the eleme11t survives ta') test. Load-bearin= 
eolemento such as beams and. colUI:1ns are tested until they collapse. 

5.-1.. Openin,::s in 1·ralJ.s a.re needed for movement betueen c01:::partments and froo 
aompartments to corridoro civing access to staircases and liftcha.fts. It 
is the provision of these openings Irhich is the veal: point in fire safet:r 
1·11 thin a building. If doors are left open or if vertical shafts open directl;• 
onto tl1e compa.rtmento on the different floors of. the building, fire ,rill 
q_uickly opree.d frora compartment to compartment and from storey to store;;. 
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Such openings must be provided with the same degree of resistance as the wall 
or floor in which they have been made. To. prevent the pas sage of fire from floor 
to floor staircases, liftshafts and other shafts have to be encased in fire
resistant walls and the openings onto staircases and shafts have to be provided 
with doors providing the Sa.IJ.l.e degree of fire resistance. Building regulations 
must therefore deal with all openings in walls and floors for vertical and 
horizontal communications •. Standard ways of controlling the spread of fire 
through staircases and shafts are in general use in most countries of Europe and 
in .America. 

Safety of the occttp·ants of buildings 

52. Staff and worlq:ieople must be safeguarded by ensUJ:'ing that in the event of 
fire the occupants of buildings can escape without having to go through the fire 
or through smoke, In most buildings the subdivision by separation elements can 
provide !)laces of safety, since the occupants can move to an unaffected part and 
thence to the outside, In buildings of more than one storey the escape of the 
occupants depends on the use of staircases. These, therefore, have to be planned 
in such a way that a fire cannot affect more than one staircase, if one staircase 
is rendered unusable by fire or smoke, the occt'\Pants of the building can then move 
to another one. Designing the building in such a way as to ensure the safety 
of occupants requires a thorough understanding of the behaviour of fire. Guidance 
will need to be sought from recognized publications on the subject. 

Building materials 

53, The materials used in the construction of buildings should as far as possible 
be s-q.ch that they are not capable of contributing to the development of a fire. 
Ideally, therefore, incQmbu.stible materials only should be used in the construction 
of buildings but thic may be a severe restriction, particularly in countries where 
timbe:r products are readily available. While timber and timbe:r products can 
neve:r be :rende:red wholly incombustible, they can be treated in seve:ral ways to 
reduce the risk of ignition and to limit the contribution they can make to the 
development of a fire. If timber is used for structural pw:poses, as columns 
and beams, then p:rcvided it has a sufficient cross-sectional area it may be 
capable of withstanding the effects of a fire without collapse for periods of 
time that are sufficient for many pw:poses. There are naturally strict 
limitations to the use of timber in this way and great ca.:re would need to be 
taken to ensu:re that such use was pe:rmitted only after proper consideration. 

54, Timber and timber products should not be used for fire sepa.:rating elements 
becauce of their combustibility. They may be used in certain fo:rms o:f 
construction, however, where they are protected from the immediate attack of 
name and heat by incombustible construction material, so that they cannot reach 
an ignition temperature.' Timber is used as a core in certain sandwich construction, 
for example; it is protected from the heat of a fire and provides a useful 
insulation to i:irevent the passage of heat through the sandwich panel. 

55, Timber is, of course, widely used for doors, particularly in private houses 
ando.the:r.residential accommodation, In sufficient thickness, a timbe:r doo:r will 
hold back fire for :possibly _,ver.. ,;,;:! much ~s one hou::, a1 thoi:5h the maximum 1:atir.g 
which has been achieved by doors in. :Curope and North America is half a..'"l how:-. 
The Fire Offices I Co=ittee accept a 45 mm solid wood dgor as providing one hour's 
fire resistance. 
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56. Timb.er is often used in sheet form for decorative pm:poses and timber products 
and plastic materials are often used in ceilings. Limitation should be placed on 
such use of combustible materials, since they can make a major contribution to the 
growth of a fire. 

57. Incombustible materials do not necessarily provide fire resista.rice. Structural 
steelwork loses ils strength quite early in the development of a fire, possibly 
causing the building to collapse. Concrete, when subjected to high temperatures, 
spalls and the material falls away with a resultant loss of thickness. These 
are just two exa.nq:,les of incombustible materials which need careful handling in 
the design of fire resistance in a building. Uost Etu:opean and North American 
countries can provide examples of fire resistance achieved by various forms of 
construction and of the development of building regulations to provide appropriate 
degrees of safety from fire. 

58. When building regulations are being formulated it is important that an approval 
system should be included, i·Thereby the plans for buildings may be inspected before 
authority is given to start construction and buildings may be inspected after 
completion before authority is given for their occupation. To facilitate the 
control of b1.1.ildings, it is recommended that a system be established for 8±Jproving 
properly qualified architects and builders, so that the public can be aware of those 
whose qualifications have been recognized. 

Building services 

59. Electricity and gas are the principal sources of energy for heat, power and 
light in any community, be it industrial, commercial or residential. Both of them 
are major potential cause::, of ignition, wherever they are used. In the case of 
electricity, the passage of a current generates heat, sometimes intended for use 
in plant processes or for space heating. Heat is also present in electric lighting 
apparatus and anywhere that electricity is transmitted along a cable. , It. is 
generally the temperature rise, in fact, which limits the capacity of any. given 
piece of electrical equipment. ill such equipment, therefore, must be· carefully. 
rated according to the work it is expected to do. If it is- overloaded, excessive 
heat will be generated and-a fire may ensue. 

60. Fires may also be caused by defects in electrical equipment, damage to electric 
wiring insulation or by allowing combustible materials to come too close to 
electrical equipment which is running hot. A high standard of installation and 
maintenance is therefore necessary to ensure safety against fire arising from 
the uoe of electrical equipment. Safety codes need to be established and they 
need to be enforced. Only qualified electrical contractors should be allowed 
to carry out electrical installations. It is therefore desi.J:'able to establish a 
safety code and the syatem by which it will be enforced. The latter implies a 
system of approval for qualified electrical contractors. The inspection and 
approval system should embrace standards for electrical equipment manufactured 
domestically or in:q;)orted from abroad. 

61. Similar practices to those recommended for electrical installations should be 
applied for gas installations. Gas used as a source of energ-J is likely to be 
either natural gas or liquefied petroleum gas. In addition to the hazards of 
installation and use there are also the hazards of storage. A safety code should 
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therefore be established for the storage of gas, which should cover all forms of 
storage from bulk quantity tanks to small unit cylinders serving private dwellings.· 
As with electrical equipment, a system of inspection and approval should. also be 
established and a:pplied to the storage and inEJtallation of gas equipment. 

62. In buildings where a central plant is installed for the transmission of 
conditioned air by ducting throughout the building, it is necessary to ensure that 
the ducting does not provide a means by which fire. can be spread throughout the. 
building. In the event of fire the air conditioning plant should be-shut down.· 
This is ideally achieved by connecting the control of the plant to the automatic 
fire detection system, so that when a fire is detected the air conditioning is 
automatically chut do,m. In addition, the ducting should be provided with fire
resisting shutters, wherever it traverses a fire wall or floor, which close 
automatically when the plant is shut do'Wil. · 

63. 'Wherever any of the building services traverse fire walls or floors, the 
o:i;i"enings provided for them should not be allowed to impair the fire resistance 
of the latter. 

Build.in~ contents 

64. Regulations will need to be made to control the handling and storage in 
buildings·of hazardous materi.µs. The materials which are controlled in'this 
way in Europe and North America include. ·e:x:olosives, certain chemicals and 
flammable liquids whose f],a:.shpoint is in the region of 23°c or lower. The most 
commonly useii flammable· liquids are d-erivatives of petroieum and liquefied 
petroleum· gase.s, · S:tora.ge in quantities exceeding, say, 10 litres should be 
subject ·to special precautions in accordance with a licence. 

Fire protection advisory services 

65. The level of control which a government exercises th:rough natiol:lal regulations 
· will dep.end on the standards of. safety which are developed in the design and 
·construction of plant, equipment :and building services and/or are established by 
managements·, wor~eople and the public at· large for the handling and storage of 
hazardous· materials and for the general management of plant and processes. 

66, In western Europe and in North America standards of fire safety have been 
evolved by blending gove:rnment regulations principally coi;_,.cerned w1 th public 
safety and the safety of· workpeople with the financial inducements of insurers 
and with codes of good practice developed by the national standards institutions, 
national fire protection associations and in many instances by individual trade 
and industry associations. In many countries the national fire protection 
associations continuously survey the fire scene and act as watchdogs on behalf 
of the public at large, Thus trends in fire hazards• come under the surveillance 
of both governments and fire protection associations, with the result that 
corrective action is taken as soon as possible. 
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67. National gove=ments should therefore encourage the setting-up of fire 
protection organizations with the function of developing fire safety standards 
in equipment and codes of good practice for buildingo, processes and installations. 
Encouragement should be given to the convening of conferences and the establishment 
of committees through which manufacturers, building developers and designers of 
buildings and equi~ment can learn about the fire safety features which they 
should incorporate into their designs of buildings and p·roducts, while users can 
learn about the fire safety standards which they should adopt in their premises. 

Education and trainin.&; in fire prevention 

68. Fires are caused almost entirely by people, either through their actions -
accidental or deliberate and malicious - or through their inaction - failure to 
take such ap;;,ropriate precautions as re.gular inspection, maintenance and repair 
of defective equipment. The prevention of fire therefore depends almost entirely 
on people. If people understand the nature and behaviour of fire, they will be 
in a better position to recognize fire hazards and to take preventive measures. 
National gove=ments should therefore encourage schools and colleges to include 
instruction on these matters in their curricula. Children of all ages, university 
s~~dents, engineers, designers, architect~ and ma..,abements should all receive 
some instruction in fire and its control, 
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69. Fire may be the quickest ma:y o-Z bringing a busine □:::: to a halt. A fire will not 
only interri.~pt tbe ubole process of nm.nu:facture and production. The build.inas and 
plant may 1-rell be in ruin::; and before t.hey can be replaced o.nd ·production rectored 
much 1-1orl:: in clearina up the oi-te will be necescary. It will alco be necessary to 
determine 1-rhat bas been lost ruid damaaed, Even if only a cmall part of tbe :vlant 
hac been involved in fire, staff 1rill need to be diverted from other uorl. to clear 
u~ the mes□ a:nd to plan the rebuildiJ.i.g and rectoration of production. 

70. The successful prevention of fire loss depends al.I!lost entirely on the 
capability of' the mc:.nacemen t of the busine::is. Fire creates total 1-ro.□te. Such 
,ra~rte would not be tolerated by any efficiant management if it occurred in the course 
of business operations. Uo management ohould tolerate such uacte beinG created 
by fire. Tbe manaae.oent mu::i·~ survey the o:vera tion of tbe busineas in its entirety 
to determine ,·rbare the potential loss throu,3h fire lies, in orcler to e::ercise control. 

71. The first ste:p 1-rhich the management of a business already in e::d.stence should 
take in making a ourvey is to identify the fire risk:::. This io best done by 
identifyin3 on a plan of the premices all the potential so=ce::i pf iBilition, tbe 
materiiils 1-rhicb will burn and the 1-rayo in which fire can spread, Tbe plan should 
also be ma:rked to indicate the relative imr,orte.nce of v.:.rious areas, plant and 
equipment to the continuity of busineso operations, a::i well as their succeptibili",;y 
to dama.ae, By mea.ns of such a plan it should be possible to identify the relative 
loss potential of_ the variouc area□ of the buoiness, thus dete=inincr uhere the 
greatest need for pro·i;ection liec. 

72. In the c;:,.ce of a buoinecs 1-rhose establiabI:lent is beina planned, the .sa.I!le procesc 
of identifying tbe £ire risk~ and loss potential o:f' varioua areas should be carried 
out before the plans are finalized. In this way, it may be poscible to devise a 
lay-out from the ·outset vhicb presents the minimum loss potential and thuc reduce 
the need for protection. 

73. The lay-out oi' the buildinG□ will need to be otudied to determine the ways 
in which fire can sl)read and the pocoible e::tent of the damage, with a vieu to 
controlling the fl!)read by creating cubdivisiono. The materialc of 1-mich tlle 
building is const:ruo:tsd will need to be studied to dete=ine whether they would 
contribute to the spread o:f' a :f'ire and .-,bather they would provide the necessary level 
of resistance for :f'ire 1-ralls a.nd floors. It ;rill be necessary to investigate 
whether the standard o:r installation oi' tlle build.iz18 services conforms 1·ri th the bezt 
practice. 

74. The fire risk :presented by each item of plant and equipment must be considered. 
The risk ma;r arise from the plant's potential for initiating a fire or from its 
susceptibility to damage in a fire or by virtue of the fact that it is a key item 
in the maintenance of busineos operation□, Plant that processes !lamm.:i.ble liquids 
or ,gases presents ll!Uch 3reater risks than lllUCh other plant. 
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75. The ease of ignition and the likelihood of damage by fire, smoke and water of 
the raw material inputs and the finished goods will have to be considered. 
Attention should be given to such matters as bulk storage in the open or in warehouses, 
the storage and handling of materials in di;,.y-to-day use and the handling and disposal 
of waste products. 

76. Fires do not break out only in manuf2.cturilig or storage areas. They mey start 
in offices, canteens or kitchens, in which case they can be prevented from spreading 
to the manufacturing end storage areas by means of adequate separating structures. 

77, Fires originating in the open can be prevented from spreading to buildings by 
ensuring that the latter are always surrounded by an area free from combustible 
materials such as stores of finished goods, c;:,.rtons, stacking pallets, scrap material, 
grass and scrub. 

Fire precautions 

78 •• 'U'ter evaluation of the fire risks in terms of the potential immediate loss, as 
well as the long-term effects of such a loss on the business, an attempt should be 
made to determine the time which ma;y- be required to restore full production following 
a fire, which depends above all on the time required to replace materials, plant and 
equipment which have been destroyed, It is therefore advisable to maintain a 
schedule of all such major itemo o.nd their availability for delivery in the event 
of loss. 

79, It would be a very serious fire that destroyed at one blow the entire "'"·~,.1,.: ·.c:-i;u 
manufacturing capacity and all stocks. This of course must be avoided by 
subdividinei the manufacturing capacity and by segregating the storage of raw materials 
and finished products from each other and from the manufacturing plant, by means of 
fire walls and floors. Subdivision of storage areas will also prevent total 
destruction of stocks in the event of fire. In this wa.y the continuity of the 
business can be maintained even though it.be at a reduced level. · 

80. In many manufacturing operations it is not feasible to divide up the 
manufacturing capacity into two or three separate production lines. Where the 
output depends on a single production line the whole factory risks being shut down 
in the event of fire affecting any one part of that production line. To some extent 
the disruption of business can be postponed by having sufficient stocks of finished 
products from which to supply customers. 

81. The following are some of the factors which can cause dela.ys in restoring full 
production: 

Specialized raw materials or machines which have to be made to special order 
lll2.;y- well take many weeks or months to manufacture and, if they need ·to be 
imported, ma.y take many weeks to be delivered. 

illly .COtlJ;lle:x factory op.ero.tion which is dependent on extensive electrical, 
hydraulic or :pneumatic controls mcy require. many weeks of e:xtcmsive skilled 
labour to reinstate, 

Plan.t and equipment which work to a high level of precision ma.y require long 
commissioning periods. 

The existence of such factors, which ma.;r cause long delays, calls for special 
precautions to control the outbrea.~ a.~d spread of fire. 
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82. It has already been seen that one of the principal means of controlling the 
extent of fire loss is to limit the a.mount of material exposed to any one fire. 
This is achieved by the use of fire-resisting walls and floors to subdivide the 
buildings. A measure of control cz.n also be achieved within the subdivided c.reas 
by maintaining so.f'e distances between stacks of materials and plant, so the.t fire
extinguishing equipment can be brought to bear and the fire confined to the smn.J.lest 
possible area, 

83. An important element in the pr~vention .md control of outbreaks of_fire is the 
training of workpeople, Ac bas been said eo.rlier, it is people who cause fires and 
it is people who can be instnu:iento.l in preventing and controlling then. By 
training all the ,rork:people in the operations which they perform most fire ha.zards 
can be avoided. This applies particularly to workpeople engaged in operations 
involving· hazardous Ill£!.teriv.ls but it also applies to routine operation of plant and 

_equipment and to the day-to-d.ey behaviour of everybody employed in the business. 

Extinguishing the fires which do break out 

84. In the last resort, when a fire does breclc out, the means of controlling e.nd 
e:xtingu.ishirg it IIrJ.st be to ha.."1.d. Water is vital for this a.i.J.d a store of w£!.ter mu:s.t 
be provided exclusively for fire-fighting purposes near all plant and equipment. 
'While water is the most effective fire-extinguishing ngent for general protection of 
premises, there are certain items,- such as live electrical equipment and flammable· 
liquids on which the use of wt1.ter may be drolgerous and other agents have to be used. 
Fire-fighting equipment bas therefore to be chosen with care c.nd suited to the 
specific riak;s to be found on the premises. Portable fire extinguishers and 
bosereels need to be provided for the use of the workpeople, who Ii!Ust of course be 
trained in their operation. The possibility of euch business providing its o,m fir.e 
brigade has been discussed in Part One above, In a smii.11 business, all the worlqle:o:p1:l 
might be adequately trained to tackle the majority of fires that might breolc out. 
In a larger business it is probably necessary for a smo.11 number of men, employed on 
normal co~pa:cy business,to be specially trained in fire-fighting. However, somewhere, 
sometime, a fire will get out of hand and need the attention of skilled fire-fight.izl;g 
crews equipped with major fire-fighting a:p:paratus. Only a very large business could. 
afford to train and maintain such crews. Consideration should therefore be given t:o 
collaboration with other businesses to provide a common fire-fighting force, which 
would need. to be available 24 hours a d.Jly, every day of the ye:;;r, 

85, It is quite possible that an automatic sprinkler system, which likewise provide,s 
protection 24 hours a day throughout the year, may be more economical than either a 
common fire brigade or a brigade for each business. Such a system detects the firs~ 
delivers water to the seat of the fire.and sounds an alarm. Experience throughout 
the world with automatic sprinkler systems shows that some 95 per cent of fires =e 
brought under control and extinguished with insignific=t losses and that a very 
high percentage of these fire·s are extinguished with the operation of one sprinkler 
head only. · 

86... Pra.:vi.sion. must be made in =Y case for the detection of fire and for the alarm 
to be sounded. ~utomatic detection systems are the best since they eliminate the 
human factor, Even where an automatic sprinkler system is installed it mey be 
desirable to have an automatic detection system as well. Whe.tever system is a.dopte.¾ 
however, it is important that, in addition to an alarm co.ll being m.nsmitted to a 
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fire brigade control point (.-rbere this facility is available), an clarD -is sounded 
at a continuoucly manned station, for e:raLJple, the telephone m-ri tchboard, so that 
action can be taken at once to investigate the circumstances to set in motion the 
apprcpriate action. 

Security 

8 7. Throughout the world security has become a vital part of all bucinesa l!lana.(lement, 
The integritsJ of a business depend□ on the prevention of unauthorized per□ons 
entering the premises. Del~berate, planned sabotage is difficult to combat but 
there are many mensures which can be ta!:en 1-rbich uill make incendiarism .and dabotaee 
d.ifficul t. Points ubich need attention are inadequate or damaged fence□,. brcken 
windo1'ls and inadequate security locl::s on 1-rindows and doors. Combuctible uaste and 
rubbish should be cleared auay, so that it is inaccessible to the incendiarist. ·
Outside storage is of course particularly vulnerable and calls for special care, 
The stac.kine of pacl::ing materials, stoI'a{!e pallet□ and combustible wacte adjacent to 
the outside of a building provides a verJ good starting point for a fire which may 
spread to the buildina itself. It ohould on no account be alloirecl,. 

Fire protection manual 

88. Having designed the buildin:s, celected plant and equipment and pl<'.D.ned its 
lay-out and that of storage to minimize the fire risk, the manacement needs to producE 
a manual,settinc out the ways in vhich the conduct of the buoinecc can ensure the 
lJlin.imum rick of loss from fire. 

89. Tbe first part of the m~ual should cor1prise a report, baaed ·on the survey .m.d 
plan described in the first section of this chapter, The report should e=cplcii.c;. the 
ways in 1-rhich the fire rial: has been mini mi zed and describe the protection that bas 
been provided by subdivision and fire-fightin,g equipment. This report will_give 
manaf!ement at all levels of the bucinecs-an underctand.ing of the·risk,,witb uhich 
they are confronted and the rea.conc for the protection provided. • 

90. The second paril of the manual should cet out the operating procedureG for 
maintaining _the standard of fire· protection vhich has been ectablished, the action 
to be taken to avoid fire riskc and the action to be taken in the event of fire. 
Fire protection job specifications and operatincr instructions should be included, 
detailing the fire hazards, hou to avoid theo and uhat to do in the event of a 
mishap. The job specifications should cover every level of manaGement and all 
workpeople thI"oughout the busine::::s, including the cleaners. They should include 
responsibilit-.r for inspections, repairs and oaintenance. Special instn1ctions uill 
be needed for those responsible for building services, for plant enGineers and 
maintenance staff_ and for those enacaed in the collection, removal and diGposal of 
all 1-raste. 

91. A third part of.the manual should be devoted to the training of ::::taff and 
1-rorkpeople. Provision ho.s to be made for the training of neu staff, for refresher 
courses for all staff at periodic intervals a.µd, in p~rticular, for retraining vhen 
operations are in any ,ray altered. 
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92, The fouxth po.:rt of the mD.nual should comprise check lists setting out routine 
inspection e.nd checking procedures to ensuxe that the standards of fire protection, 
once established, are mcintained on~ permanent b~sis. Specitl st~f should be 
allocated for inspection ruid servicing of fire protection equipment and for the 
inspection and checking of ::tl.l fire precautions laid down in the manual. The check 
lists should be subdivided into those items which need to be checked at the 
beginning and end of every working d~y and those to be checked periodicclly as part 
of the regular fire protection cud.it. The check. lists will be devised from the 
fire protection plan and from the operating proceduxes set out in the first and 
second parts of the manual. · 
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Chapter III 

THE ROLE OF INSURERS 

93. Insurers can play an important part in the establishment and in the 
maintenance of fire protection standards. To do so however they need to have in 
their employ q_ualified fire surveyors who are fully coIIVersant with the nature and 
behaviour of fire and ways to control it. They must also be conversant with the 
nature of the businesses which their employer is insuring, ·the properties of the 
materials used in, and all the processes employed by, those businesses. 

94. The g_ualified fire surveyor is able to advise both the insurer and the insured: 
the former on laying do-wn the conditions on which he is prepared to carry the 
insurance and to establish th"! premium rate; and the latter on ways of reducing 
the risk and thus securing a reduction in premium. 

95. Insur~ --prell[[umsmu.st be related on the one hand to the fire haZ~1'/'hiCh 
the insured is exposed and on the other to the protection that the insured prov.:Gies 
to restrict the hazard. Where there is a high degree of fire risk or where a 
fire will so disrupt the operati-on-~siness that it may have to close down 
for a long period, the insurer should require a level of protection that will 
reduce this risk before he accepts the insurance. Since the prevention of fire 
loss is vital to the economy of a develo-ping country, government should su-p-port 
insurers in demanding a high level of protection. It is also of importance to 
the national economy that insurance premiums should be pitched at a..-i economic 
level and that the insured should always be given every- financi/l.J. encouragement 
to reduce bis own fire risk. 

96. The insurer, in conjunction with the insured, should review paragraphs 65 - 88 
of this re-port dealing with the responsibility of management for fire loss_
prevention and assist the insured in establishing the fire prevention,'.plan for 
the business. There will be many points on which the insurer's fire surveyor 
will be able to ad•rise the insured how to limit his fire risk, but there are 
three principal means on which the insurer will concentrate for the prevention 
of loss by fire. 

97. The first of these is an automatic sprinkler installation conforming to well 
recognized practices followed in Western Europe and the United States. Experience 
has sho-wn that with a properly installed and properly maintained installation 
most fires are controlled and extinguished with the use of no more than 4 to 6 
heads; and that the loss is g_uite a small fraction of that experienced if there 
is no such installation. The automatic sprinkler detects the fire and immediately 
discharges water onto the seat of it. The majority of fires are brought under 
control by the functioning of one head. 

98. The-second principal means of improving the fire risk which should be 
favoured by insurers is the segregation of hazardous processes and materials and 
the subdivision of the building t·o limit the size of the potential loss. Since 
the premium rate should be related to the hazard of the processes undertaken and 
the materials stored or handled, their segregation from less hazardous processes 
and materials can allow the insurer to offer differential rates of premium based 
on the reduced hazard. Segregation and subdivision mus:,!; be effected by suitable 
fire-resisting constructions. 
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99. The third means of ensuring an improvemt=nt in the risk is by looking into 
the efficiency of management of the business. Ex-2erience shows that well managed 
businesses are, in general terms, a better fire risk than those where management 
control is deficient. It i-s not easy to measure the efficiency of management, 
particularly so since a change in personnel may bring about a lowering of 
management standards. However a business which has established a fire prevention 
plan on the lines described in the previous section will be a better fire.risk 
than a business without such a plan. The effectiveness of the plan depends on 
regular inspections and the implementation of the check list procedures. Insurers 
can satisfy themselves that the plan is being observed by verifying periodically 
that the check list procedure is being observed. Insurers are aware that the 
best physical fire protection systems are of little use unless they are properly 
supervised and therefore they may pay greater attention to the management of the 
business than to any other feature of risk improvement. 
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Chapter IT 

SOME TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

100. This chapter amplifies earlier references to various technical matters by 
entering in greater detail into the considerations on which an assessment of fire 
risk depends and the methods of control which have been devised to reduce the risk. 

101. When a fire occurs in a building it generates smoke, fumes, heat and flames. 
Uncontrolled, they will spread to every part of the building in a short time •. 
:Being lighter than air, the smoke and hot gases surge upwards, heating everything 
in their path. When they reach a horizontal obst=ction, such as the ceiling 
or the roof, they will spread laterally. The temperature of such a rising column 
of convected hot gases can be in the region of 800° - 1200°c. Combustible 
materials in the path of this column will ignite and incombustible materials may 
reach a temperature at which they will lose their strength and, if they are 
structural elements, collapse. Fire is also spread by radiant and conducted heat. 

102. Serious fire spread occurs when the hot products of combustion can move 
extensively, for example up a stairway- or a lift shaft or in a large interior 
wi:J.er~ there is little or no horizontal or vertical subdivision. Large, open, 
single-storey factory buildings provide an example where the heat and smoke from 
the fire can climb to roof level and spread laterally. · 

103. Attention has already been drawn to the growing world-wide tendency to 
construct tall buildings and it has been said tli.at there is no justification for 
them where land is plentiful. Nevertheless, tall buildings may already be erected 
or on the point of being erected. Their use is most generally confined to offices, 
hotels and shops. There are, however, in certain parts of the world r4ulti-storey 
factory buildings. · It should be appreciated that fire can spread not only within 
buildings, as just described, but also up the outside of buildings and, by radiation, 
from 011e. buil~ to another. Experience has shown that, where there is a high 
concentration of combustible materials, flame may emanate from the windows of the 
compartment on fire and, spreading upwards, ignite the contents of the floor above 
by radiation through the windows; and then, repeating the process, continue 
progressively its upwaxd spread. The taller the building-the greater will be 
the intensity of radiation and the greater the risk of fire spread -to neighbouring 
buildings. Control of the combustible contents and of the materials used both in 
interior and exterior c9nstruction is therefore of :importance, as also is the 
spacing of buildings in,relation to their height. 

104. One particular type of tall building which is being developed increasingly 
in many parts of the world, in particular for use as a hotel, has an open well 
as a centre core. The well is roofed over at ground floor level to provide a 
reception area, vestibule and lounge. The co=idor serving each storey opens out 
lliectly onto the·centre well to give access to lifts which ride within the well. 
As long as there is fuel within the well on which fire can feed, there is a risk 
of heat and smoke filling the total well area.. Protection has to be provided so 
t:b.a.t, if fire should break out in the well, the occupants of each storey can 
escape safely without being exposed to the smoke which '[Pay fill the well. 
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105, When a sou:rce of ignitiona:i.d a combustible material are in contact with, or 
in close proximity to each other, a fire is almost certain to ensue. The 
prevention of fire is therefore concerned with segregating sources of ignition 
from combustible materials. Such segregation is not ahrays entirely practicable, 
however, and it is therefore necessary to consider the ignition potential of 
various sou:rces in· relation to combustible materials and what safeguards are ·; __ 
practicable. Heat is essential to the initiation of a fire and any form of h~at 
is therefore an· ignition source. The use of energy in any form produces heat and 
therefore all energy sou:rces constitute a source of ignition. 

106. The amount of heat required to cause ignition depends largely upon the form 
and density of the material to which it is applied. A gas or vapour may be ignited 
by a small flame or even a spark, because the temperatu:re in the vicinity of the 
flame may well be above the ignition point of the gas or vapou:r. Dense solids 
need a heat source of larger capacity to raise them to ignition point, while 
materials with a large su:rface area in relation to their mass bu= more freely, 
since ox:ygen has better access to the surface, and axe more xead.ily ignited by a 
small heat source. As an e:x:am:ple, timber r_:f large dimension can be ignited only 
with difficulty and burns slowly, while wood shavings are easily ignited and 
bu:c:i. rapidly. 

107, The mos~ collllllon ignition sou:rces resulting from the conversion of energy into 
heat are electricity, space and process heating and mechanical friction. All are 
common causes of fire. Other common causes are the careless disposal 0£ smoking 
materials, the intentional burning of waste and rubbish and the use of flame and 
electricity for cutting and welding operations. 

Materials 

108. Materials vary widely in their susceptibility to ignition, ~heir behaviour 
in fire and the contribution which they may make to a loss •. An understanding of 
the properties of all materials which may be found on the_ ·premises of a business 
is important to the control of fire loss, 

FlZ'II'llllable liquids 

109. Reference has already been made to materials capable of giving of£ flammable 
vapours. These are mainly petroleum spirit and its products, in particular 
lique:fied gases. The ~:pours can be ignited by ver,r small sources of ignition 
and therefore s-pecial l)recautions have to be taken in the storage and handling of 
such materials. The va-pours are in general heavier than a.ii-, collect at low level 
and can then travel some distance .from their source. If' they encounter a source 
o.f ianition as they travel, fire will flash back to the sou:rce of the vapour. 
Vapours may collect in basements and other low-lying :Places and remain there for a 
.cQt.lS-i.del:able--period oi' time, 'l'hel:.e are tbr.ee most essential l):t'ecautions to be 
ta.ken with flammable liquids: (a) seek to contain them in such a way that vapours 
cannot esca:pe - for small quantities, containers are available with lids that 
close automatically in the event of the contents igniting; (b) wherever flammable 
liquids are handled or stored there should. be adequate _ventilation to dis::_:,erse any 
vapours which may escape; (c) ensure that no sources of ignition can come into 
contact with the vapours. 
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110. Materials, the vapours of which may ignite between 23°c and 32°c, should also 
be regarded as hazardous in that, if involved in a fire, they will intensify it. 
Special care should therefore also be tcl:en in the storage and handling of such 
materials, Materials with a low melting point (for example, rubber, bitumen 
and sugar) may when involved in a fire melt aud flow and spread fire widely. 

111. Flammable lig_uids are used in practically every industry, for example, as 
cleaning fluids, solvents, in paints, as a source of energy for petrol-powered 
mechanical handling devices and process heating.· Bulk storage of all flammable 
lig_uids should be in tanks or in a store g_uite separate from the factory, The 
g_uantities allowed on the factory floor sh~uld be. strictly limited to what is needed 
for a single day's working or even less. Where flammable lig_uids are piped from 
the bulk storage tan:.:: to the factory floor, . there -should be a mechanism to ensure 
that in the event of fire in the factory the supply of liq_uid can be cut off at 
the storage tank and the lig_uid in the pipework discharged safely outside the 
factory, 

Dusts 

112, Many materials in dust fo= are capable of creating an explosion when suspended 
in air. The dusts of cereals are particularly susceptible. Certain metal and 
other mineral dusts, such as aluminium and coal, can explode with considerable 
violence when suspended in air. Wherever such materials are being ground, 
pulverized or milled, care has to be taken to contain the dust. There will always 
be leaks, however, and the dust will collect on ledges and other flat surfaces. 
Such collections of dust, if dist~bed, may be dispersed into the air and create 
a potentially explosive cloud. Therefore all surfaces should be kept free of dust 

_by regular vacuum cleaning. 

113. Textile dust or fly is also a fire risk, in that in the atmosphere of textile 
mills it can collect and adhere t9 the oily surfaces of pipeworlc, walls and roofs. 
It is then susceptible to ignition.by a small source and would spread.fire rapidly 
over all the surfaces. t:o which it has adhered. Humidifying thr;'! atmosphere o:f · 
textile mills helps · to lay the fly on the floors, whence it can be swe.pt · up · · 

. regularly. 

General hazards of materials 

114. Certain materials which are contaminated or treated with vegetable oils or 
fats are liable to self-heating and spontaneous combustion. For example, ma"';erials 
soaked in linseed oil may ignite spontaneously. Some materials ignite on coming 
in contact with water, for example, sodium, or with air, for example, phosphorous. 
Many materials are stl:ong sup:porters of combustion and their presence intensifies 
a fire, Oxygen itself is the prime example, but peroxides, chlorates and sim.lar 
materials fall into the same category. 

115, For a loss prevention point of view mat~rials which in certain conditions 
give off toxic gases or vapours, together with poisonous a.rid corrosive substances 
and compressed gases, may augment the d.a.magc which fire itself docs if they are 
.hnvolved in the outbreak. 

--
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116. Cotton, jute, flax and wool, the main textile fibres, are all readily 
combustible and are capable_of spreading an intense fire rapidly, though wool 
bu:rns more slowly than the others. Of the man-made fibres, rayon is the most 
hazardous but nylon·, terylene and acrylic fibres will also b=n and contribute 
to the intensity of a fire. At all stages of the conversion of raw materials to 
the finished textile products the fire risk is present. The machinery used is 
capable.of initiating fire through the overheating of bearings and through friction 
sparks caused when tramp metal and other hc'.rd objects become involved in the 
process. Fire c_an be spread rapidly, not only by the.materials being·processed 
and the stores of raw matcirials and finished products but also by the textile 
fly adhering to all surfaces of the plant and buildings and by timber floors 
which become soaked in oils as time goes by,· The finished products of the textile 
industry include cloth for clothing and furniture upholstery, as well as furnishings 
such as curtains and carpets. In view of the speed with which fire will grow, 
once started, in the textile processes, automati~ means of erlinguisbment are 
necessary to safeguard the business. An autc!:latic sprinkler installation is strongly 
to be recommended. 

Plastic materials 

117. ·Plastic materials have an· increasingly wide variety of uses. Most are very 
readily combustible, particularly the foamed plastics, the commonest of which are 
made of polyurethane and polystyrene, and are mainly used in furniture, as packing 
materials and also for thermal insulation against both high and low temperatures. 
Polyvinylchloridc (PVC) is less susceptible to ignition and burns more slowly, 
However the products of combustion of PVC are corrosive. •Most plastic materials 
emit large volumes of dark smoke when on fire, which makes fire-fighting difficult 
and more dangerous than when older, more traditional materials are burning. 

Paints 

118. The ingredients of many paints are combustible. In particular, the following 
materials in paint manufacture are hazardous: solvents and thinners; coating 
materials such as cellulose nitro.te and cellulose acetate; and drying oils-, such 
as linseed oil, which may CR.use spontaneous heating and ignition. The other main 
ingredients are the plasticisers and the pigments, which llso are combustible. 

Printing 

119. Paper and printing inks arc the principal materials used in the printing 
industry. Printing inks use flammable solvents cmd should therefore be treated 
in the same way as the fla=a.ble liq_uids discussed above. Paper stocks in bulk do 
not burn readily but are very susceptible to both fire and water damage, Bulk 
stores of paper and of printing inks should be kept in a separate building from 
the printing works.. Large q_uanti ties of waste paper are produced in printing 
works; Offcuts should be swept up continuously and removed from the premises to 
a waste paper store, separated from the works, at freq_uent intervals. 
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Timber 

120, The sawing and shaping of timber IJroduces large quantities of sc.wdust a.."ld wood 
shavings which may be easily ignited by stray sources of ignition,- in particular, 
carelessly discarded cigarettes or sparks from electric motors drtving the mills. 
There is a. danger that sawdust ma.y collect a.round electric motors in sawmills, 
obstructing the cooling fans and thereby causing the motors to overheat. This 
ma.y possibly lead to ignition of the sawdust and shavings. Wood preservatives 
a.re usually based on flammable solvents and should therefore be subject to the: 
same precautions as the flammable liquids. 

Chemicals and fertilizers 

121, A wide variety of chemicals ma.y be imported for industrial purIJoscs and for 
use as fertilizers and insecticides, often under trade names, so tb2.t their 
comIJosition and hence their properties a.re not divulged. It is important that 
their properties should be known at the earliest moment so that appropriate 
storage arrangements may be ma.de for them. In particular it is importa.it to lcnow 
how one chemical will react in contact with another. For example, some 
fertilizers form explosives when mued with other materials. 

Encineering 

122. Some developing counories a.re assembling the products of the engineering 
industries of developed countries, for example, automobiles and agxicultural 
machinery. As in practically every industry, flmma.ble liquids a.re likely to be 
widely used, in the form of cleaning fluids and paints;;- in a.ddi tion, there is 
lilcely to be an abundance of combustible pa.eking materials and, in vehicle assembly, 
upholstery materials. Precautions 'have to be ta.ken in bu.1k storage and in tho 
use of all flammable liquids. Pa.eking materials and other wastes need: to be 
collected and disposed of safely at frequent intervals. 

Foodstuffs and cereals 

123, The ma.in fire hazards associated with foodstuffs and cereals are dust 
explosions, wherever foodstuffs a.re ~o,:nd or milled, and the risks associated with 
the extraction of edible oils. Most oils a.re extracted from a vegetable or nut -
with the aid of solvents, many of which a.re flammable. The oils themse1.ves may 
be susceptible to spontaneous combustion. 

Warehousing 

124, Precautions need to be ta.ken to prevent the outbreak o;r: spread of fire in 
warehouses and to minimize the loss should -fire break out. Materials arriving 
by ship a.t ports and by railway and road transport at warehouses or factory sites 
should; be t:ra.nsi'e=ed to safe storage areas as quickly as possible. Safeguards 
should be instituted to prevent the ignition of the goods dw::ing the transfer. 
Goods left lying a.round on the dockside or on unloading areas arc exposed to 
stray sources of ignition, such as carelessly discarded cigarettes. Mechanical 
handling machinery powered by petrol and diesel e~-ncs :may also be a sow::ce of 
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ignition and safeguards need to be instituted to ensure that engine exhaust pipes 
cannot cause an outbreak of fire. Within the storage areas strict supervision 
should be maintained over all potential sources of ignition, such as smoking, 
electricity, lights, power units anc. mechanical handling machiner<J, All dockside, 
transit and factory warehouses for the storage o:f incoming and outgo:µig materials 
should be subdivided with a view to limiting the size o:f a loss in the event of 
fire and also to provide facilities for segregating commodities according to 
their fire hazard.· Strict control measures should be in operation to ensure that 
commodii:ies are stored in the warehouses which have been allocated to them according 
t'o their natuxe. 

Transport 

125. Goods in transit by rail or road transport also need to be sa:!Ggua.rded and 
the same principles apply as in warehousing: coritrol of the sources of ignition 
and segrGgation of cormnodities according to their fire hazard. Outstandingly 
hazardous commodities, such as fla.nn:nable liq,uids, should be clearly labelled, with 
an indication of the precautions which need to be taken. 

F'.ire extinguishing• eguipment 

126. The early discovery of .a·.fire· and an irmnediatG attack upon it are r:'"8.jor factors 
. in the m.inimi'Zation · of' loss·. Every business should. have a plan ··to ensure eaxly 
discovery of the fire, sounding of an alarm and the calling of fire-fighting 
t-eams t:o ·the ·scene of the fire. The value of an automatic sprinkler installation 
ha.s already been mentioned. The sprinkler system employs a network of pipes 
connected to a watcir supply by a specio.l, automatically operated valve. The whole 
floor area on each storey of the building can be sprayed.from sprinkler heads 
fitted at fL"'Ced intervals in the pipework, usually at ceiling level. The sprinkler 
heads are kept shut by means of heat-sensitive mechanisms.· On the outbreak of 
fire the rising colUlllll of hot air operates the mechanism in the sprinkler head 
most irmnel:iiately above the fixe. Pressure is released, and'the 'main.control valve? 
opens, allowing water from the. sµpply to discharge through the head.onto the seat 
of the fire. Sprinkler systems should be designed and .install·ed according to the 
best practices established in Western Eu:rope and North America. 

127. Water is the best extinguishing agent, for the following reas-ons. Heat is 
the principal ingredient of fires causing and sustaining them and helping them to 
grcrw. The removal of heat is there.fore the most effective method of extinguishing 
a fire. Water, by virtue of its high latent heat o:f evaporation, is the · 
extinguishing agent witll the groatest.cooling :properties. Whether or not a 
sprinkler system is installed, :first-a.id fire-extinguishing apparatus should be 
provided in the fern of portable extinguishers containing water and small-bore 
hosepipe on reels, permanently connected to the ~;a tor supply. Where the business 
is ~ependent on its own fire brigade it may also be necessary to provide heavier 
!ire-fighting hose systems for use by the brigade. 
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128. The effective use of all forms of fire-extinguishing equipment depends on the 
training of those people who are going to operate it. This is particularly so in 
the ca.se of the heavier equipment~ The automatic sprinkler system, the fire-fighting 
hose and reels of hose 11IUSt ha.ve an adequate wa.ter supply a.ta. pressure which will 
deliver wa.ter onto the sea.t of the fire. 

129. Whereas wa.ter is the best extinguishing agen·l; for general protection of 
buildings, there are certain circumstances in which it may be ineffective or even 
dangerous to use. Since wa.ter is a conductor of electricity, it is unsafe to use 
on live electrical equipment. Wa.ter is also ineffective and in some cnses tmsa.fe' 
to use on flammable liquids. The extinguisiing agents which ma.y be used in these 
circumstances are foam, carbon dioxide, dry powdars and ha.lons. All these agents 
can be used_ in fixed systems, including those with an automatic opera.ting mechanism, 
a.s well as in portable appara. tus. Car0 has to be taken to ensure that the a.gent 
us0d and the method of a.pplica.tion are properly suited to the fire risk. Guide.nee 
on this is available in publications produced in European and North American 
countries. 
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130. The safe trcl.Ilsit of goods is clearly of gr.::,at :importance to their seller, 
who is often also their manufacturer and is generally the shippcx, and to their 
buyer who is generally also the consignee, This is particularly true when · 
r:ia.ritine transport is involved. Having sold his croods to a foreign bu.yerr the 
seller wants to ship them to the consignee in a safe and expeditious manner. If 
loss occurs, particularly a serious loss, even full insurance cover cannot offset 
all the adverse effects of that loss. Sollers may lose future sales, for instance, 
i.f they fail to pack their merchandize properly. Perhaps one of the first rules 
a shipper must learn is the absolute necessity of providing suitable packing, 
i.e., packing designed for the conditions of transport ru;.d incidental storage, 
which will ensure delivery of the goods in sound condition. 

131, One of the most serious e=ors is the frequent assumption that paclcing for 
domestic shipments within a country is also suitable for export shipments, an 
assumption with very reg1:ettable consequences. The handling,. storage and transport 
of export shipments are quite different cl.Ild more hazardous. Depending on thu 
particular cargo, the packing specifications will vary. This is where cargo 
loss prevention recOllllllendations come into play. It is also whcxe the underwriter 
can exert influence on the shipper. Even if the shipper realizes he has to upgrade 
the· packing, he may try to hold down the extra costs by skimping on the quality 
of the packing. 

132. Within thl:l crate or other fo:rm of packing, the cargo may need additional 
bracing or cushioning material. The movement of a ship sets forces in motion 
that are utterly different from those encountered in shipment of goods by road. 
Ships will pitch, roll, rock, plunge, etc. In the course of a single trip, a 
ship and its cargo will experience those motions peculiar to the sea for hou:r:s 
or days on end on several occasions. II:lagine an improperly cushioned cargo which 
may cha.i'e and rub against the packing a.gain and again and again. If it is a heavy 
item, such as a piece of :machinery, whoso weight is shifting back and forth 
continuously, it can pick up considerable momentum. Lacking proper bracing, the 
machinery could rear loose and smash itself into scrap metal against a bulldlcad 
or against other valuable cargo. 

c\ 

5/ This part was prepared with the assistance of Messrs. T.O. Clark, 
Chairman of the International 1Jnion of Marine Insurers (I!JMJ:) Cargo Loss 
Prevention Commi ttoe, New York, and Fathy Youssef, Manager of the Cargo 
Supervision 8lld Surveying Office, ilCTllndxia. It contains many passages from 
m·IOMI-brochu.re entitled Cargo Loss P:rcrvention Recommendations, and from papers 

· road at the Afro-Asi8ll UNCTAD/U1'l!lP/SIDli. [SID.A = S1-1odisb International Develo:gment 
Authority J seminar on loss Prevention, beld in Hadras in December 1979. 
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133. The packing must usually include some form of waterproofing, the degree or 
extent of which will depend on the typo.of cargo being shipped. Domestic shipments 
suffer fresh-water damage in the form of no=al rainfall. Export shipments also 
a.re rained upon, but they may be subject to typhoons, monsoons and hurricanccs, 
much more .L."tensive storms with heavier precipitation driven by stranger winds. 
Further, they can suffer salt-water damage from ocean spray and waves breaking 
over the dcclc at points whore the sea water can find its way into the cargo. 
Thero arc many kinds of water protection ranging from tightly scaled special 
containers to shxink-wraps. Shrink-wraps consist of sheets of plastic cloth 
which a.re stretched over, under and a.round a shipment. !,:n impervious wrap is 
formed which will keep most water out. It may not be suitable for all cargoes, 
however. It will also keep moisture in. So, if there is some moisture inherent 
in the cargo or condensation on a metal COLiponcnt, it will not dry out and hence 
mould or rust may form. It is necessary for a cargo to be absolutely dry before 
shxink-wrapping or for a drying agent to be inserted within the wrap. Another 
consideration in regard to any shxink-wrap is that, if a tear occurs and water 
enters, it will hold the water much like a plactic pitcher. Under a driving rain 
or boarding soo.s, such a torn cover can literally fill with water, with serious 
consequoncos to the cargo. Yet, shxink-wrap is vcr-;1 satisfactory for many 
shipments. Again, it is a question of knowing the particular peril and the 
appropriate remedy. 

134. Many ports lack deep-water berths or protected harbours, forcing ships to 
anchor off-shore and entailing the use of lighters to move goods from ship to 
shore. Such lighteragc multipli:Js the handling of the cargo and substantially 
increases the risks. A well-designed packing is essentic.l in· such cixcumst.:-.nces. 
And the well-designed packing comes in an increasing variety of forms. There a.re 
fibre-board cartons, nailed wood boxes, wood crates, wirobound boxes and crates, 
cleated wood boxes, steel drums, fibre drums, barrels, casks, kegs, shipping sack:i, 
bales, plastic bags, plastic drums ~nd burlap bags, just to mention those most 
commonly used. Each container has its advantages or disadvantages, ddpcnding on 
how it may be used, · 

135, Tc give an example, caustic chemicals arc often successfully shipped in plastic 
dr'.:tl!S, but this form of packaging proved most troublesome when used for shipment 
to a port in the Axabian Gulf. The drums stayed on the deck of a ship under a 
blazing sun and in time they softened and began to lealc. In addition to the loss 
of the cargo in the drums, the ship's deck began to suffer considerable damage. 
Since there was no other means of preserving the cargo, the entire shipment was 
jettisoned. 

136. Even metal drw:ls can deteriorate, so it is important to be sure that the 
contents et: a. ccnta.incr and the container itself arc compatible. It is equally 
important that this compatibility will persist during loading, unloading ;:ind 
movement in the course of transport, while the cargo may pass thxough different 
clima. tic zones, temper!l. te to cold to hot to humid. Each extreme of toLipcra tu.re 
or humidity can be a. cause at: less. Condensation can form, bulkheads will sweat, 
and freezing can ruin contents just as easily as ·high temperatures. Whatever type 
of pa.eking is used, it raust be capable of being stacked rather high without 
collapsing, bursting, or crushing its contents. Simply stated, a keg designed to 
hold 50 lbs. of nails may also have to support 10 similar kegs stacked on top of 
it without the 500 lb. burden causing the base keg to come apart and the whole 
st,,ck of kegs to collapse. 
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137. Additionally, the packing must be able to withstand the hazards o:f loading 
and unloading. Starting with th0 simple longshorer.ian' s hook, which is very useful 
in securing a grip on a bale of cotton or a wooden box, it is easy to imagine what 
can happ0n when the hooJ,: pierces a plastic container with a danger0us liq_uid in 
it, or a paper bag with sugar in it. As a mor0 sophisticated exai.Jple, one can 
find instances of fragil0 machinery being lifted with chains instead of canvas-type 
slings and of boxed cargo being pushed off loading docks rather thc,n being lift0d off. 

138. Designing a new packaging technique is not enough. The package should be tested 
for strength, durability, handling practicability and resi.stance to the hazaxds it 
is likely to encounter on its scheduled trip routes. For instance, how well docs 
it take being dropped on its side, edges, and co=ers; rolling down a flight of 
stairs; vlbrations; pressures, exposure to weather; etc. fu:.ndom inspections should 
be made of the packaging to establish that proper packi.ng procedures arc being 
followed and the quality of the packing itself is not being compromi: ed, Once a 
new packing design is utilized, arrangements are often made to have a surveyor 
at the point of destination examine the unpacking of a cargo, so that the condition 
of the cargo may provide a clear sign of the success of the packing. If there has 
been a failure in ::.ny way, its cause can b,:; ascertained and corrective measures 
taken to improve the packing. 

139, There a.re two key words to remember: susceptibility and da.mag9abili ty, 
Susceptibility refers to the ease with which a cargo can be damaged. Damageability 
refers to the extent to which it may be damaged. Ceramics are ·easy to damage and 
tend to suff<n- extensive damage. Coal is not easy to damage but if spontaneous 
combustion were to occur extensive damage could result before the fire was 
extinguished. The nature of the cargo and its special characteristics should 
therefore be considered in each case. Is it fragile? Call moisture hurt it? 
Odour? Is it co~atible with other cargo or ·not? Two chemicals may be harmless 
while separated but on contact with each other will flare up, explode;, or produce 
a toxic gas. 

140. It may be appropriat.e to consider at this point the question of who should 
be responsible for devising, designing and introducing suitable packing rules. 
Normally, shippers should be in a position to know the minimum stall.d.ard of packing 
to be used for the vo.rious types of goods which they arc accustomed to handle and 
their recommendations are quite reliable in most cases. Yet, there arc shippers 
who will skimp on packing to reduce costs. One cannot deny that expense control 
is as important as lass control in a:n.y shipment. To exaggerate the :i;irotectian 
beyond what is widely held to be adaquate is a waste of money. The. new shipper, 
especially in a develoEing country, can seek advice from pacr..ing engineers and 
laboratories as well as, reliable export packers, who ca.n hel:i;i to establish levels 
of :i;iacking adequacy for each :i;iroduct shipped. 

141. As regards· its exports, the Government of a dev~loping country can have 
considerable influence in recommending adequate packing. Al though it may not have 
the same power to influence how its imports should ba paclce:d, it ca.n spcci:fy that 
good::, purchased abroad be packed :i;iroperly and be shi:i;iped in a manner suitable to 
the country's domestic transport system, so. that on arrival the cargoes can ba 
ha.ndlad reasonably wall. In developing countries where .. gover,,...ments directly central 
the sale and purchase of goods in foreign trade and their transIJort system, 
incentives to observe proper packing can be very effect'ive. In other countries 
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where these f'unctions are in the hands of' private industry, the incentives may not 
be quite as direct but governments can still rccolllill.end correct procedures through 
directives and educational programmes. Further, industrJ itself' can and should 
be expected to adopt the best packing techniques consistent with needs and economics. 

Cargo identif'ication through oa.rking etc •. 

142. Proper identif'ication of' a shipment is also of' the greatest importance, It 
ensures that the cargo will f'ollow th0 pre-determined trip route and that the 
consignee can distinguish his cargo on arrival at its destination from that of' 
others. The shipper _should sot up and follow a reliable system for marking his 
shipments. In addition to the external casing, the products within each package 
shouJ.d be carked, if possible, to facilitate identification if the casing itself 
is destroyed or mutila.tad. Internal markings also arc a safeguarcl if' the package 
is opened during transit against ini'erior products being substituted;. furthermore, 
if stolen merchandize is recovered, they can help to restore it to the rightful 
owner by accurately identifying him through the shipping marks. 

143, It is not unusual to find second-hand or used materials being utilized for 
packing or to find cargoes that have just arrived being shipped onward in their 
original packing. When this occurs, the shi:i;iper should remove or obliterate old 
labels and old marks and apply clear, now markings. Whether using new or used 
packing, the shipper should be sure to advise the consignee and any intervenin€,· 
carriers of the new markings. It may be prudent to make such ~kings in two 
languages, one being that of the country of' destination. 

144. Use of symbols can be more cff'ectivc than words, especially where a shipment 
may be handled by a series of workers schooled in a variety of tongues or even 
by some who are largely illiterate, There arc a number of' picture syrabols 1-ihich 
arc internationally accepted and understood, through the work of the Internatio:lal 
Orga.nization·f'or Standardization (ISO). Some other symbols are also o~f'icially 
rocogni·zcd within certain countries. When shipments of' hazardous cateria.J.s arc 
involved, .there is another.set of picture symbols recognized internationally 
through the labours ·o:r the Uni tod Nations. These symbols arEl used in connexion 
with poisonous gases, explosives, highly combustible materials and radioactive 
substances, to name a few of the itClllB to which these syi:ibols apply, 

145. There are many interesting C::caJ:lPles of mis-ma.rkcd or :Clisunderstood 
identifications on shipments. One chronically bad situation a.rises with products 
such as rubber or coffee. It is not unusual when unloading a vessel to find 
that the sacks at the bottom of the load have been subj,ected to so much weight, 
pressure, heat and moisture that the markings have become completely illegible. 
Even though the contents were as sound and pure as those of the top sacks, consignees 
have bcaen known to reject shipments on the basis of failure to prove they were 
thca same as shown on the pertinent documentation. 

146. mother example relates to a crate of machinery that was definitely known to 
have been loaded aboard a ship. On arrival at destination, with no other ports . 
of call in between, the crate was not to be seen anywhere in the·hold, Six months 
and twelve Yoyages later, the crate was found aboard ship in perf'ect order, with all 
ca.rks clear and co=cct. It had been placed in one of the ship's storage compartI:!cnts 
rather than the hold, because someone had thought itwas,.a spare part for the ship's 
engine-room L~stead cf part of its c~go. 
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147, Containers come in a variety of designs. to serve different purposes. They 
range from 5 feet to 40 feet in length, with capaciti8s of from 12,000 lbs. to 
55,000 lbs. There arc containers for dry cargo, r.:frige:r:ated, dry and liquid bulk, 
livestock and autoraobiles, to name the more commonly used ones. The ac,_vantages 
of containers are numerous but, priI:larily, they permit ~oint-to-point shiIJments 

·with the cargo well protected.and secu:rc within the containers and they offer ease 
of handling and uniformity of units :for compact stowage on.vessels. However, 
containerization does not eli.minnte the need for cargo protection. 1:.ny asSUD.ption 
that the container is a substitute for adequate pacld.ng or for safe stowage and 
handling is an-invitation_ to difficult times. The perils discussed in regard to 
packing in gen~ral, throughout this study, apply in the main to containers equally. 
Containerization is a more sophisticated form of cargo-h,1.ndling that requires very 
special equipment to lift up and put down big.boxes and to transport ther;i on sea 
and over the road, Moreover, it is not suitable for every trade. 

148. 'Where containers are employable, the shipper should inspect each con~a.i.ner 
before use for cleanliness, soundness of construction, secw:ity of doors a.~d 
water-tightness. Cm::go J!lUst be export.,-packcd, carefully stowed in the containers 
and put under_ seal. Seals come in a number of types but the most coI:llllon arc siI!Iple 
plastic or metal wires which are :r:un: through the bolting mechanism of container . · 
doors, after which·tho ends of the wires are fused together-in a sealing lock. 
The seals. are· numbered and the principo.l purpose of the se·al is to show if anyone 
bas attempted' to enter the container. lf the sco.l has been broken or if .the seal's 
number differs from the recorded nUll!ber (indicating the original was broken and 
replaced .;,i th a now. one) there shoul·d be suspicion that a theft may have occurred. 
It is an important rule, therefore, to· cxami;nc seals carefully on arrival. The 
use of a seal also enables the consignee to mal::e a claim against .the carrier, in 
appropriate circUDStances, for delivering cargp·with outward evidence, of tampering. 

149, In recent years, new high-s·ecu:rity seals have been introduced. They either 
comprise a -very heavy cable lock or bear the appearance of a padlock. They can 
be used only once, since at the trip' a end they a.re ct,t off with large bolt 
cutters and thrown awa:y. They cost about fUS 5 to t~D'S 10 ~:1c::r:-_ but e.r,; c,..nsi-'Lored 
worth it when used on a container carrying highly -valuad cargo. Ui'llike the simplGr 
wire saals, these hign sec-urity seals also protect thl!l ccz.ttainer from being opened 
too easily, Unfortunately, professional thieves ha-vc de-veloped cethods of entering 
containers through the doors with a.lDost no·-visible e-vidence of such penetration -
yet another reason why it is essential that consigneas examine containers carefully 
before accepting them from shippers. 

Choice of carrier 

150, The shi'PJ;)er should de-vote :much attention to selecti.,g the rignt carrier to 
:cove his cargo. Carrier services and operating practices vary. Those carriers 
wli,ci arginterested in cargo protection, good handling and careful stowage merit 
a shipper's support. Superior carriers should have a posi ti-ve prograime for cargo 
protection and should I!lal.e periodic reviews of their cargo-handling procedures. 
They shouJ.d maintain regular gu.a.;d service on piers and ba-ve guarded areas whore 
-valuable or damaged cargo is stored. There should be special stowage aboard ship 
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for valuable cargo. Modern loading and discharging equipment should be available 
for any cargo that needs special handling. Their ships should have appropriate 
vcmtilating equipment to prevent condensation of moisture in the holds that might 
cause sweat damage to cargo. 

151, 'l!he carriers should issue and accept proper and reasonable receipts for goods 
which they receive and deliver. They should exercise their right to take exception 
to obviously damaged cargo prior to loading. A reasonable policy towards claims 
is one of the characteristics of good carriers. They should accept responsibility 
for loss or d.alilage attributable to :i.mproper handling, stowage or inspection while 
the goods are in their custody. Recoveries from those who were responsible for 
loss of or d.alilage to goods will reduce the net loss payable by the insurer and 
thereby rninirnize insurance costs, which a.re included in delivered costs of goods. 
Also, the fixing of responsibility promotes future cargo protection. Those who 
a.re not held accountable are not usually concerned to prevent loss. 

Action by consignees 

152. The consignee benefits from cargo loss prevention by receiving his goods in 
sound condition at minimum insurance rates. He, too, has a part to play in 
protecting the merchandise; he can SUJtplement in inportant ways the efforts of 
shipper, carrier, and insurer to achieve this objective. At the point of destination 
of a shipment, the consignee can act in the interest of all the :Parties who a.re 
c ncerned with a successful transaction. Prudent selection of customs broker, inland 
carrier and surveyor is expected of the consignee. When in doubt, it is always best 
to consult with his insurer's a.gent or the agent of a national underwriters' 
association. 

153, Delay in taking delivery and unnecessary exposure of goods increases the. 
dangers of theft and d.alilage. Ta.king advantage of "free" til.le in cust9-]llS to.avoid 
warehousing costs may prove to be an expensive choice. The consignee> should 
arrange with the shipper to send shipping documents proI:Iptly; on .arrival of the . 
documents he should cake preliminary arrangements to .receive and _trail.ship the goods. 
He should also anticipate difficulties regarding iJ:i];>ort licence, 9xchange control 
cir other regulations that may cause delay in taking delivery. The consignee should 
note clearly on any delivery receipt for goods that he takes into his charge 
exceptions regarding the actual condition of the goods as~deliverC:1d, Dacaged 
goods should never be removod to one I s warehouse without having recorded the dax:iage 
on the delivery receipt (or having had underwriter's representative examine the 
goods). , 

154, For the above pu.rpose, the consignee should inspect the goods and re1tort 
damage or non-deli very irnmedia tely to the insurer' s claims agent. He should invi tc 
the carrier or other bailee to attend a survey. It is important to follow the 
instructions cf the claims agent and file claim against the carrier and/or port 
authorit;r_ or other bailee in the event of loss or damage. This should be done 
without- delay, even if the full extent of loss or damage is not yet apparent;. details 
can be SUJtplied later. The consignee should keep the underwriter's a.gent fully 
advised. The carrier must not be allowed to delay investi.ration beyond the legal 
tirn.e limit for suit and: thereby a.void i:ia.yment of losses. 
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155. In a. port, loss of cargo is usually attributable eitber to damage tb=ugh 
handling or to pilfera.ee. In lllc'llY cases, damaged containers - often they have been 
unable to sustain rou.zh handling in consequence of inadequate pa.eking - facilitate 
pilferage, so.that the two ea.uses of loss may co-exist and result in an a.ggravo.tion 
of the initial loss. Reliable surveys show that nearly 70 per cent of cargo losses 
are preventable, and that out of those preventable losses 50 per cent are related to 
theft. It is clear therefore tba.t security must play a. principal role in loss 
prevention action in ports. · The theft of cargo is a serious threat to the 
reliability, efficiency and integrity of a country's commerce. Such losses erode 
profits, result in hi[lher prices for consumer goods and nourish other unla1vful 
activities 

156. Certci.nly, a developing country is in no better position than any other to 
withstand such economic setbacks and should make the maximum possible effort to 
ini:rti tute an effective anti-theft plan, It is, of course, for each country1 s 
authorities or leaders of industry to dete:rmine i·Tha.t means ,-1ould be effective in their 
areas of concern and within their financial capacity to afford. Ea.eh situation 
requires individual analysis, since different conditions present different problems. 
There are_, however, a number of basic considerations which should be the starting 
point of a:ny reliable security programme. They are offered here as general 
propositions,' since an exbe.ustive technical report would require volumes. For a 
more detailed e:xpla.nation of security measures, there a.re ample reference works and 
voluntary consultative organizations of professional security advisers exist 
throughout the world. 

157. Premises usually contain storage areas, transbipment te:rminals and loading and 
unloa.di.n€ points where cargoes are moved in the course of transit or held 
temporarily. They may be open, unroofed areas, shed-like structures wi tb roofs but 
no walls or fully-enclosed buildings. The latter should be constructed of materials 
sufficiently solid to keep out thieves. ill entries should be equi:r;ped with locks 
and windows wi tb wired glass or bars as ;-rell, The stronger the protection, the moi·e 
secure the premises will be. Alarm sy□tems for the prem.:!;ses might be considered, 

158, To deter thieves it is tlwa.y-s a wise decision to inoto.11 cha.in link fences cf 
sufficient height around all premises and to top them off with several strands of 
barbed wire. Ba.rriers,should be placed o.lone- tbe fence to prevent vehicles from 
cra.sbin,s into it and damaging it, It should be ma.de impossible for t::ucks to back 
u:p against the fence, thereby providing an easy way 0£ using the truck roof as a 
step-ladder over the fence, Every fence requires one or more gates. The fewer 
the gates, tbe greater the security and control of the premises within. 1-/ben there 
are many gates it is more difficult to supervise all entries and departures. Gates 
shoi:ild bep;f' stroilg construction and kept closed e:xcept wben actually in use, Heavy 
duty locks should be used. 

159, Large or busy terminals usually have full-time ~formed guards at the ~ates, 
housea. i."l. gate-bouoes. The gate-house should allow the [lUIU'ds to have unobstructed 
views of the gate area. They should be equipped with-appropriate communications 
equipment. .t.11 vehicles or pedestrians wishing to pass throu~h the gates should be 
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stopped, examined and cleared before beina allowed to pass. It ic important to 
maintain clear scpa.rationo betueen pm-1::in.g areas for authorized vehicles, for thoce 
of employees and for those of customerc. Generally, customer's care should not be 
permi t·~ed ,ri thin the fenced area. If employeec are allowed to park in the area, it 
should be at a reasonable dictance from the truck loading area, to Drevent 
misappropriated property bei?li! transfe=ed to private caxs. 

160. The entire security axea. should be 1-rell li,ghted at night and all lightincr 
fi~tures should be protected a.aainst damage by vehicles and vandals. rrey control 
is as important as good locks, if not mo:.."C so. !i.. key in the band::: of a thief io an 
open invitation to lossec. Dictribution of keys should be severely restricted. 
Only those who need keys should receive them and, presumably, they have been fou.,d 
trustworthy-. ill key-a kept on the premises should be held in secure, locl::ed 
compartments. 

161. li..ssembli.n,z the physical equipment for a security proarru:ime is only half' the 
job. The establicbment of appropriate operating procedure□ is necessary to aet the 
most protection from the equipment. ill personnel who have any e.ccecc, directly or 
indirectly, to cargo areas must be tho:..--oughly screened for reliability and 
trustworthinesc. Thei:r histories should. be blolm and verified, especially as to 
any past criminal activities. The ccreenin,g procecs muct be even more demanding for 
employees placed in pocitions directly- related to the security of the cargoes, 
es-pecially those who are members of the security force. 'i.'he security staff should 
be trained and closely cupervised at all timec in order to maintain hiah standards. 
ill employees sl.J.ould be made aware of the importance of security. They should be 
ins·i;ructed to comply i·Ti tb all security rules ancl to co-operate i-Ti th the secu:ri ty :::taff. 

162. Communications betueen the security chief and his staff, among the staff and 
among the various euard ctation:::, ao i-rell as with local police authorities, are 
essential, in order to control the protected areas and achieve quick recponses to 
trouble situations. The communication equipment IJW.;y- include telephones, 
wa.J.ld..e-talkies, radios, public addresc systems, signal devices ouch as $irens, crongs, 
flashing lights and closed circuit television. A quick meano of reco,gnizina 
authorized personnel would be identification (I.D.) card::: or badges. They should 
contain enough information to prevent their use by unauthorized persons. For 
instance, photographs, physical description, a.ae, signature, etc. There :::hould be 
a master list against ~,hich I.D. cardo can be compared, in order to identify 
counteri'eit cards or cardo that have been revol.::ed. I.D. cardo chould be uorn at 
all times uhile at Hork, oince tl.J.ey help spot unauthorized persons quickly. 

163. Movements of employees of all outcide firms uho provide services within the 
protected areas should be cont:rolled. These may be firms authorized to serve meals 
to employees, cleani.nc and maintenance crews, plUilbers, elect:rician:::, painters, etc. 
Their movements should be restricted to uhat ic essential for the performance of 
their tasks. They should be cubjected to searches on leavin{! the plant. ill 
persons and vehicles entering the ::;irotected areas should reciotcr as they enter and 
again as they depart. All docucents coverin1 aoods enterina or leaving the areas 
should be e:xacined as to their aenuineness and, when possible, should be J?hotoaraphed 
along ui th t!1e I.D. ce.rda of the person::: 11reoentine them. Security seals should be 
attached to all boxed chipments and, as eJ:plained above, should be ex2.mined on all 
arriving cargoes to reveal if their security has been compromised during transit. 
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164. While a lot can be achieved to prevent daoage to c.i.rgo and otb~r types of 
loss by improving the packina design, handling of the packages at port8 is also 
important. This ic because packagina, however good, is designed to ,-Ti tbstand the 
normal hazards of transportation, handling and storage, but n!3ver those axising from 
accidents, such ns the failure of lifting machinery and dama.ge or breal:a.ge of ::::linGs, 
resultins: in the fall of the package from a great height. Since there io a 
constc>.nt pressure for cheaper and liabter packa,ein&, improvements in handling and 
storage facilities a:re of great.importo.nce to the safety of the carao. 

165. Tbere.appea.r::i to be o. general lacl: of sto.tistical. data that would tbro1-r light 
on the quantum of damage □ or losses attributable to the factoro of improper and 
inadequate handling and storage. Ho,·rever, a detailed survey conducted by one of the 
leadina inourance companiea, based on a m1fficiently large volUI!!e of business, 
reveals that appropximately 28 per cent of all cargo losses could be attributable to 
handling and stm·raae hazards. There is therefore considerable scope for t:ryi.na to 
contain cargo losses by intrcducing eood, suitable bandlina and stowage methods at 
ports. The problem of reducinc losses caused by bad ha.ndlinG in ports can be 
tackled mainly by using proper IJt?chanical handlintr equipment; by instituting systems 
of unitization, palletization or containerization of cargo; and by trainina dock 
personnel at all levels in proper carao-handling procedures •. 

166. The use of the most suitable carao gear and equipment is essential to prevent 
damage when loadina and discharging carao from ships, It is.also well known that 
damaged cont#.ners facilitate pilferaae and that ships seldom car:ry adequate supplies 
of appropriate cargo gear. There is thus a need for port authorities, terminal 
operators, stevedoring authorities, etc., to equip themselves with adequate carao aear. 
Any- number af instances can be cited of dama,ee attributable to improper cargo gear. 
For example, an ordinary rope sling vill dacage at least f!_ome of the po.per bags in a 
sling load, so broad net-sling::: with appropriate canvas, pallets, or _net-sided cargo 
bo~.rds are preferable £or bandlina carao in paper bags~ · 

, I67. Containerized carffo provides·. generally greater safety ouincr to the i'euer 
handling operations to which the·. cargo is subjected. There can there-fore be a 
tendency on the part. of the shippers to underpack goods destined for containerized 
transpo.rt. E:01·rever, in countries ubere intermodal transport a.rranaements in 
containers have not progressed, the containers are destt1ffed at the ports and if the 
cargo is exposed without further precautions to the rigour.s of onward transport by 
road or rail from the port to its ultimate destination, considerable di::.ma.ce is 
suffered through inadequate packa,eina for this leg of the journey, Container handling 
facilities also need to be modernized at the ports; inadequate facilities sometimes 
lead to damage to containers durine loading and unloading operations and ,·rben 
containers are shifted :Crom one plri.ce to another in the· docks. 

168. Some port authorities in developing countries have recol]Ilized the need to train 
their personnel in v~.riouc aspects of safety in band.ling cargo, both manually o.nd uitb 
mechanical aids, For instance, a. □epara.te t,.,.ining school equipped with audio-visual 
and. other training aide bas been set i1p by the Bombay Port Trust·. "Loos prevention" 
forms an important element in most such training progri:o..mmes. 
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The interest of marine insurers 

Chapter III 

THE ROLE OF INSDRERS 

169. All those conce:rned with world trade have a common interest in the delivery 
o:£ merchandise in sound condition and in the avoidance of economic waste and 
customer dissatisfaction at the loss of or d.a.ma.ge to goods in transit. Marine 
insurers, too, are conce:rned with the promotion of world trade; the service which 
they render is to insure ships.and their cargoes, thereby giving confidence and 
security to the owners of the_ vessels and the goods. They therefore have a special 
conce:rn, acting individually and through their national associations and the 
international federation o:£ these associations, the International Union of Marine 
Insurers (IDMI), to support the objective o:£ loss prevention and all practicable 
programmes designed for that purpose. · 

170. The comprehens:i.ve brochure of the IDMI entitled Cargo Loss Prevention 
Reconnendaticns, in its t;,;,-a_ edition (1974) proposes inter ,.,i,. that:§./ 

(a) Marine underwriters actively support cargo loss prevention by providing 
to it a reasonable expenditure of tjme and adequate financial resources, both at 
company and association levels. 

(b) Marine underwriters appoint port inspection committees to observe 
handling, stowage and security practices, as well as conditions of packing of export 
and import shipments. Reports and recommendations for improvement should be 
shared with other underwriters, carriers, terminal operators and port authorities, 

(c) Marine underwrit<irs co-operate with.local commercial and governmental 
groups as regar9,5 port operations, which are complicated and involve many ·· 
commercial and official-interests. Improvement of existing conditions is·often 
mad.a :difficult by the problem of initiating action aimed at cu-ord.ina.ting the 

· many groups involved. Underwriters are• vitally concerned and have substantial 
reasons to encourage'grou.p action. 

(d) Marine underwriters support the Cargo Loss Prevention Cor.mdttee of IUMI 
which is a useful fo:r:um for the exchange and the assembly-- of technical info:cma.tion 
made available by the Union's member associations. Recommend.a tions of this 
COIIIIllittee.represent the considered opinion and findings of underwriters, loss 
managers, surveyors, a.11,d claims agents in all parts of the world, . 

(e) Marine underwriters supervise lea.ding and discharge of "special" cargo, 
namely of high value goods, of commodities specially subject to the:ft and pilferage 
and of cargo that has a poor experience of preventable losses. Occasional checking 
of shipments and keeping records of causes o:£ losses may lead to tangible 
improvement of loss e:x:peri.ence •. 

§/ On. cit. (Reco=enda.tions to Uild.crwriters), pp. 33-35, 
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(f) Marine underwriters insist on adequate investigation of causes of loss 
by using the services of surveyors and claims agents. · 

(g) Marine underwriters :cake the strongest effort to determine responsibilit-f 
for loss and to secure recovery from any custodian of cargo who may be held 
responsible, whether it be carrier, port authority, terminal operators, or others. 

_In many parts of the world it is essential for underwriters to press for a delineation 
of this responsibility and for the establishment of legal responsibility on the 
part of ·port and customs authorities, inland carriers, warehousemen, and others. 

(h) Marine underwriters grant preferential rates to those assured whose 
cargo protection.measures are reflected in positive results, and avoid averaging 
the _good with the. bad experience, as regards for instance packing practices, 
shipping methods, means of climate control, and security methods. 

171. Although cargo loss prevention is generally recognized as a vital activity for 
saving time and money in international trade, reactions are not the same everywhere. 
In some countries, loss prevention work has developed into highly specialized 
departments within the insurance companies or fully-equipped independent offices. 
In other countries, a person or a small team examines daily which losses can be 
"prevented", on the basis of. the information and statistics available. Finally, 
there are still many countries unaware qf the necessity to-p~t into practice· 
the principles of cargo loss prevention. 

Creation of Cargo Supervision Offices iII ports 

172. As already mentioned ab'ove., a. great deal of the damage to cargo and loss 
througil the.ft happens at ports ana.·other terminals. Whilst some countries have 
well organized and well equipped ports which ensure the proper handling and safety 
of the transported goods, most ports - in particular, many ports in developing 
coimtries - do not have such facilities, Hence the need for special measures to 
prevent and minimize losses. A particularly efi'icient measure, consistent with 
and even going beyond the above recommendations of ITJMI is the creation by insurers, 
in collaboration with the port authorities, of special offices in charge of cargo 
supervision and surveillance. 

173. In fact, one of the ma.in d.if'ficu1 ties of shippers, c~signees and their 
insurers when faced with cargo losses is tb.at tb.ey are usually treated by port 
authorities, port warehouses and ~tevedoring services as "outsiders". The 
info:rma.tion tb.ey receive - if any - on the causes of loss or damage is often 
neithe1: complete nor t:i.l:nely eno~ to permit effective action to minimize loss 
or have recourse against carriers and other parties possibly responsible for the 
losses. The creation of a cargo supervision office in a port, financed by the 
marine insurers and their clients and accepted by the port authority as an integral 
part of i ta administrative infrastructure,. brings about a radical change and 
transforms the insurers into "insiders.", much to the benefit of all parties concerned. 

174. Instead of describing the setting up and :ri2nning of a cargo supervision office 
in an abstract, theoretical manner, it may be more useful to do so by means of a 
concrete example, namely that of the Cargo Supervision and Surveying Office in 
the port of Alexandria, Egypt. 
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175. As in most developing countries, the insurance sector in Egypt faced two 
serious problems in its marine caxgo insurance business: heavy losses due to 
damage and disappearance of goods at various stages of transport and handling; 
and the ineffectiveness of recourse action against carriers liable for loss or 
dam.lge sustained by the goods whilst in their hands. Because of the impact of 
these problems, a committee was ~ormed by the Egyptian General Insurance Organization 
to study the matter. Its report stressed the importance o:£ setting up a non
pro:£it-making body, whose sole function would be the investigation, prevention and 
minimization o:£ losses in Egyptian ports. 

176. The committee was convinced that a special office for loss prevention, if 
provided with the moans to function properly, could in the long run, attain the 
following aims: benefit the insurance sector by decreasing the loss ratio in 
marine business and improving the reinsurance conditions; benefit the national 
economy by reducing marine caxgo insurance premiums, by reducing the cost of 
imported goods, by promoting the prompt delivery of co=odities and equipment, and 
by improving the condition in which the goods are delivered to the consignees. 

177. In setting up the O:£:£icc, it was o:£ course accepted that some losses cannot 
be prevented, namely, those due to so-called Acts o:£ God, alth01.lg±:L their severity 
can be reduced through proper rescue measures. It was also recognized that the 
Gstablishmcnt o:£ a cargo supervision office should not be construed as exempting 
all other parties involved in the process of handling :from taking all necessary 
measures to minimize losses. On the contrary, the existence of the 0:£fice should 
encourage the parties conce=cd to deal with caxgocs in the prope:.::- way, in other 
words, to fulfil their re$ponsibilities - otherwise the O:£fice would have to bear 
the full. brunt of loss prevention action. Such action cannot be the responsibility 
of a sole party since all parties conce=ed have to co-operate during all stages 
of the voyage; precautions must be taken throughout the transit, as ever,;- move of 
the goods involves a peril which may result in a loss. Loss prevention must 
there:£ore be considered as an actiyity incorporated in all stages of the transport 
of goods and not as an independant activity beginning only a..fter the incid•ent. 

178. On the basis of the undcr:=!tanding outlined above, an agreement among the 
EBJ'I'tian insurance companies was sign.ad in 1967 establishing the "Cargo Supervision 
and Surveying Office" with effect from 15 January 1968. The Ol,lerations o:f the 
Office produced very good results and a :few years later it was decided to strGngthen 
it, giving it all support to accomplish its functions, and j_:,roscrving·its -· 
independent structure. The Ministry of Insurance there.fore issued an Order in 
1973 establishing the O:£:£ice as a union between insurance companies based on the 
Law o! Insurance, under the same name. This Order sti;_-,ulated that the 0:£.ficc should 
maintain its autonomy. A statute was drawn up to regulate the 0:£.fice 's :functions, 
purposes, administration and finance. Delegates from Elgn:ltian insur;;,.nce and. 
reinsu:rance ernmpanies and .from-the Insurance Or.;anization were appointed to the 
Board of Directors o.f the Office. Insurance companies .finance the O:£fice and bear 
its exp.ensea out of _a proportion of marine insuxance premiums collected every yea:r • 

.: 
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179. The ministerial Order issued to incorporate the Cargo Supervision and 
Surveying Office specified the scope of its activities as follows: 

"The Office is to supervise and survey imported and exported goods in the 
_ports of Egypt d1.U'ing loading, unloading and storage within customs 
warehouses or in annexed customs areas, and to attend, in co-operation 
with other authorities, to all formalities with a view to preventing 
or minimizing cargo losses." 

The functions of the Office may be summarized as follows: 

(a) To supervise the arrival in and departure from Egyptian ports, to record 
each ship's consignments listed on the manifest; and, to note detailed information 
on. imported and exported goods. 

(b) To supervise the procedure of loading and discharge of the goods to and 
from the ships, or floating barges or pontoons, to record all clamages, and to take 
all necessary steps for safety and protection of the goods. 

(c) To supervise the goods during transport from barges or quays to customs 
warehouses and the annexed customs areas until they are stored; to attend to their 
disposal and to record their condition at every stage and to take the necessary 
steps for the safety of.the goods, including repairing the damaged packages or 
reconditioning the goods. 

(d) To take the necessary steps for filing, on behalf of whom it may- concern 
and within the legal time-limit, appropriato reservations a.i,"'8.inst the party 
responsible for the loss. 

· (e) To inform the insurance companies promptly o:f any damage caused to the 
insured goods and prepare the relative detailed survey reports, describing 

·shortages and losses and their causes, after having made all necessary records at 
every stage of transport from the time of arrival until cleaz-ance through customs. 

(f) To resort to scientific and technical expertise in the different 
specializations, to conduct studies and researches in relation to the Office's 
activities. 

(g) To prepare technical studies based on the actual handling processes in 
order to discover the repeated causos of damage to the goods, in order to take 
the necessary measures tp minimi~e them. 

180. In addition to the above-mentioned activities, the Office also acts as claims 
agent for 250 .Arab and foreign ins1.U'ance companies from dif'ferent paz-ts of the 
world. For these companies the Office carries out surveys of goods insured abroad 
by them, upon application from the consignees in case of loss or damage ta the 
~,--and icseues the relative su:i:vey reports which constitute the basis for 
settlement of claims. The Office also acts as claims settling agent for some of 
these companies by preparing.and effecting settlement of the claims. It should be 
mentioned that in several cases where the Office was specially requested by 
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insurers abroad to supervise the goods from discharge (hatch surveys) from the 
ships until f.ina.J. delivery to consignees, the results obtained were excellent, 
there was either no loss at all, or a very reduced loss with all rights and 
responsibility duly reserved. The Office received several letters of congratulations 
and encouragement from insurers satisfied with its services. 

181. The following figures snow the number of ships from which goods supervised 
by the Office were discharged at Alexandria Port in 1978 as compared with 1970: 

1970 
1978 

Number of ships 

1 606 

2 475 

Consignments 

51 404 
43 009 

Caxgo - tons 

3 351104 
10 099 193 

AJ3 regaxds the number of letters of protests, preliminary loss advices and final 
reports issued as a result of cargo supervision in the same years, the figures are 
as follows: 

1970 
1978 

Letters of protest 

15 908 
28 000 

Prel.loss advices Supervisors' reports 

6 540 5 421 
10 058 8 291 

These figures do not include survey reports issued for foreign insurance companies, 
reports on final surveys at customers' sites, and reports on surveyed goods found 
in good condition on disposal from customs areas. 

182. '!he qu.a.nti ty of work in the Office depends basically upon the spreading of 
insurance cover granted by Egyptian insurance companies. Compared to ,1970 marine 
premiums, 1978 showed an increase of 433 per cent, which is indicative: of the 
great increase in the volume of work of the Office. AJ3 a result of the increased 
work-load, the Office has had to increase the number of its ~taff. In 1970 it 
had 107 workers; this number was increased to 258 workers in 1978, also it bad to 
improve the efficiency of the work by providing means of transport within the port 
areas, generalizing the use of modern cethods and equipment for packing, repairing 
and binding (steel strapping machines, ropes, glue, etc.) and holding training 
courses for its personnel. It should be rioted that, in its efforts to protect 
the goods, the Office lends its services to navigation companies and consignees 
for the repair and replacement of the damaged packing, in order to minimi7,e the 
loss, before the goods are cleared through customs. 

183. The establishment of the Office, from the insurance point of view, was a 
natural step to take since it is insurance that ultimately bears the cost of 
shortages, losses, and CUl.L'.lage to the goods; hence a direct intervention was 
required for loss prevention. However, customs and other organizations responsible 
for the handling of goods in the port were at first hostile towards the Office 
because they feared that it would try to control them and make them liable for all 
losses and <L1lD.a.ge, not realizing that they would in fact benefit from the loss 
prevention policy adopted by the Office, Con,ri.J1ccd that loss prevention could not 
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be successfully achieved without the full co-operation and participation of all 
parties conce=ed (insurers, carriers, forwardexs, stevedores, customs officials 

i and, particularly, the final receivers), the Office had to overcome the difficulties 
emanating from the lack of understanding, and to establish a "brid..,.-rc of trust" 
with the other parties operating in the port, in order to create a suitable climate 
for co-operation. 

184. In recognition of its valuable services to t?e trada_ community as a whole, 
the Office was granted in 1977 the privilege of its General Manager's becoming a 
member of the Board of Tiirectors of the Port Organization of Alexandria. This is 
a great asset in the co-operation between the port authorities and the insurance 
sector of Egypt since the Board comprises all parties conce=ed in the process of 
cargo handJ.ing, including the Port Police. In spite of' this achievement some 
problems and dii'i'iculties remained as many parties were sharing the work involved 
in cargo handJ.ing. It was felt that these problems could not be lei't to voluntary 
co-operation and individual initiatives, but should be faced and solved by the 
official authorities. A recent decision by the Pxime Minister of EB'Yl)t defines 
relations between the Oi'fice and the other parties operating in Egyptian ports; 
this decision has to be accepted by a.11 parties as a high level compulsory ruling, 

185. The question of' whether the Office's results are positive or negative can only 
be answered by the national insurance companies which bear the expenses and enjoy 
the benei'its, or by the foreign insurance companies which often request the Office 
ta undertake :preventive measures in respect of shipments discharged in Egyptian 
ports. However, the Oi'fice's experience shows that only the physical presence in 
the ports of the delegates of' the Office and the Office' s supervision of' goods. in 
the absence of the consignees can really contribute to minimizing losses. .fin 
important part of the business carried on by the Office is the research, studies 
and statistics compiled on dii'ferent kinds of goods which suffex constantly from 
shortages and damage. These studies are of great help to insurance cqmpanies in 
adjusting their conditions and premium. rates. The Office has aJ.so tunied its 
attention to the problem of' missing parcels in the harbour axea and set ~ a special 
team to trace them, This team recovered a sizable part of' the undelivered parcels, 
for which insurance companies paid, or would have had to pay, large sums. 
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REGIONAL CO-OPIERATION nr MARINE CAflGO LCSS PP..EV'E.IlTION 

Sco12.e and limits of regional co-operation 

186. As is always the case in insurance, regional co-operation cannot replace 
appropriate action at the national level, although it may supplement such action 
very effectively. In other 'l'TOrds, countries must first take measures aimed at loss 
:prevention within their own s:i;ihcres of action, namely in respect of their oun 
shippers, consignees, carriers, ports, etc., and then join forces to tackle specific 
:problems requiring regional, or even interregional co-operation. The efforto of 
the International U:nion of Marine Tnourers (IOUI) described in chapter III reflect 
this necessity and !lre supported by moot of its member countries. 

187. .r.lllong these measures, record keeping in the form of a UDified, global system 
of cargo loss intelligence, covering causes of loss by commodities, places of 
occu:rrence, shippers and carriers involved, etc., would certainly be of great utility 
if operated on an interregional, worldiride basis. IOUI is urging each of i ta member::., 
tbe national marine incura.nce associations, to collect such data and put them at the 
disposal of the other members. Furthermore, every yea:r it conducts a comprehensive 
inrrvey on every aspect of this subject, coverina all parts of tbe 'l'Torld, in order 
to keep u:p-to-da.te on chanaing trends and new developments. Through this work the 
IUMI encourages underwriters to share their knowledge and e::qierience ,-Tith one another, 
as well as with the entire community of those concerned with stopping the vast and 
senseless "\"Taste of property and resources. 

The problem of missing vessels 

lSIJ. A problem of particular impoi·tancc to many developina countries is that of the · 
so-called "missina vesselo". These are mostly vessels .which accept ca.:z:go for a; given 
destination but never reach that destination. In some cases tbe loss 6£ cargo is 
due to financial difficulties of shipo,-merl:l o:r- charterers, who sell the cargo to -meet 
their own ex:i;ienseo, or Irho see th1;3ir -ship sei:;;ed or arrested uith co.rcio on ·board by 
port authorities or other· third partieo, such.as· banks or mortgagees. In other, 
lately more frequent, cases·tne loss of co.r5O is due to intentional fraud by 
shipowners or cha.rtere:rs, who divert the vesoel from its initial route, sell the 
cargo a.nd then abandon, resell o:r even Gink the vessel - to pretend that it oanl: uith 
the cargo on board. 

189, averaged vessels, operated· by small, independent shipo-wne:rc or charterers with 
marginal financial bacldng anc.L invariably flying flags of convenience, are usue.lly 
involved in such fraudulent caces. The best defence against them is to avoid 
contracting transport with un::eliable carriers and to resist the temptation of the 
chea:i;i freight rates that tbey offer. A diligent obip:i;ier should cbooce his carrier 
and not only scrutinize the cru:ryin.1 vesl:lel, its age, classification, itinerary and 
freight terms, but also the reputation of tbe shipo1-mer or cha:rtei·er and his bankin,g 
and other references. Unfor-:i.ma.tely, most shippers prefer to rely on their cargo 
insu:rmcetoredress their lor:oes, leaving to their insurers tbe entire burden of 
recovery by right of subrogat~on. · 

190. The problem of "missill{i veosels" riarticularly ai'fec-tc the tz-ade of develo:9in,'.I 
countries, and especially some area.CJ sucb as the Indian Oc-ean and Uest Africa. Some 
Governments, alarmed by the ma.@litude of losses caused by. such unreliable carriers, 
have worked out □ea.sures to prevent or limit these hazards. For inotance, the 
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Saudi Arabian Government rectricted the movement of overaged vesselc trading in its 
ports and tool:: several measures to discouracre shipment,:: by single-o,-mer trampc. As 
regards insurers, mru1y of their associationc and federation,:: devote increasiD{! 
attention to this problem. For instance the General Insurance Corporation of India, 
purely as a measure of self;:,.protection, introduced a. system of approval, far insurance 
purposes, of tramp vescels loading in Indian ports. 

191, At an .African regional seminar on marine carao insurance-, held in ile:xandria in 
Uovember 1978 under the auspice::: of UlTCUil and financed by the Swedish International 
Development .A.utho:d ty (SIDA), the problem of missing vessels came up and a. committee 
was established to :i,nvestigate it. The Committee, after several meetings and 
e:xha.usti ve dizcussions, recommended the follo;-Ting: 

(a) That this problem is a serious international problem end -an international 
solution should be found 1-ri th a vie,r to protecting the international co:mmu.ni ty of 
marine underwriters from this malpractice. 

(b) That since the situation ha::: not been created by the African marl=ets 
concerned, it iTOt\ld not be fair for the international reinsurers to abandon their 
reinsurance res~onsibilities in this respect but rather they should come to the aid 
of the respective underuriters and join the ·m=l::et concerned in finding a lasting 
solution to the problems. 

(c) That experience has revealed that the majority of the vessels engaged in 
these dubious activities are generally chartered vessels, overaae vessels (15 years 
and u~rards) :.ana generally flying flags of convenience. 

(dl That, bearing the foregoing in mind, the following □eaoures should be taken: 

(i) Gove:r.mnents should be a11proached to exercise more caution in iscruing of 
fl8.Bs of convenience or registering vessels flying their ~tionaJ. flag. 

(ii) A special appeal should be ma.de to the Governments of the countries where 
these fraudulent ship operators originate and to institute criminal or 
other legal proceedings a..31linst the wrong-doers, ,·Tith a vie,·r to curbing or 
eliminating their activities. 

(iii) A special appeal should also be made to shippers, importers and buyers to 
ensu:c-e at all times that shipments are made in properly registered vessels 
that belong to shipo;-mer::i of repute. 

(iv) Unde:rwriters should take adquate steps to protect themselves from the 
activities of these fraudulent shipowners and cbarte::ers in the following 
ways: 
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(a) Whenever possible they should cover only goods which are shipped 
in vessels Ollned by reputable shipping companies or liner vessels, or 
national shippiJ::lc lines and th.:'..t on no account should they accept to 
insure risks carried in vessels owned or cbarte:rod by the dubious shipowners 
or charterers described above. 

(b) Every national insurance company should endeavou:r to ~ep a central 
marine intelligence unit to monitor the activities of these dubious 
operators and should keep the entire marltet fully infoJ:!lled. 

(c) Underwriters in each country sbou1d adbere to tbe iruatitute 
classification clause and advisory scales of additional premiums as 
issued by the London Ma.J±et, and should also adhere to any- other similar 
clause issued by their own domestic markets, aimed at achievincr the same 
objective. 

( v) All .African Governments, especially those of countries where the impact of 
the dubious activities of the operators of these "missing vessels II have 
been most felt, should co-operate with the msrj.ne underv1Iiters in their 
territories in their efforts to eliminate the adverse effect of these 
maritime malpractices. 


